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This thesis concerns different skeletal decompositions of various branching processes.
First we develop a stochastic differential equation (SDE) approach to describe the
fitness of certain sub-populations in asexual high-density stochastic population models.
Initially we only consider continuous-state branching processes, then we extend the
SDE approach to the spatial setting of superprocesses. In both cases the SDE can be
used to simultaneously describe the total mass, and those embedded genealogies that
propagate prolific traits in surviving populations, where ‘survival’ can be interpreted
in different ways. For example, it can mean survival beyond a certain time-horizon,
but it can also mean survival according to some spatial criteria.
In the second part of the thesis we construct the prolific backbone decomposition of
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Historically branching processes have been used as stochastic models for the evolution
of a population. They were originally introduced by Watson and Galton [32] in the
19th century to investigate the extinction of British aristocratic family names. Since
then the original model has led to many generalisations, and branching processes have
been a subject of extensive research. Their popularity is due to the fact that they can
be widely applied in the physical and biological sciences; in modelling nuclear chain
reactions, cosmic radiation, or bacterial reproduction, to mention just a few. Even
though many aspects of branching processes are now well understood, survival remains
a central topic of interest.
As we will see “survival” can be interpreted in many different ways; it might simply
mean the existence of individuals that have an infinite genealogical line of descent, but
in a different setup “survival” can also mean the existence of genealogies that stay in a
strip, or visit a compact domain infinitely often. A common thread is that on the event
of “survival”, certain genealogies do something infinitely often while others do not, and
thus we can split the individuals of the population into two categories. The so called
prolific individuals are part of the surviving genealogies, and as such they form the
backbone of the process. The rest of the population can be thought of as a “dressing”
of this backbone, since they can be seen as genealogies grafted onto the trajectories
of the prolific skeleton. Individuals of the dressing have no long term contribution to
“survival”, and therefore many results are true for the original process if and only if
they are true for the backbone. But since the latter is usually a stochastically “thinner”
object with almost sure survival, results are generally easier to prove for the backbone.
Decomposing different branching processes along their infinite genealogies has been an
intensely researched topic in the recent years, which unavoidably led to not entirely
consistent terminology. The expressions “backbone” and “skeleton” both appeared in
research papers, signifying the same object. As in this thesis we study several different
branching processes, while drawing inspiration from the vast literature already available
on the topic, we will use the terms “skeleton” and “backbone” interchangeably.
To motivate our results, we start by giving some examples for stochastic processes and
their backbones that already exist in the literature. We try to cover a wide range of
processes by discussing branching processes in both discrete and continuous setup, as
well as the spatial extension of these. But as our main aim here is to give an intuitive
picture, we won’t be presenting the results in full rigour, for more detail the reader is
referred to the referenced literature.
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1.1 Examples of backbones in literature
1.1.1 Galton-Watson process
Let us start with considering a Galton-Watson (GW) process Z = (Zt, t ≥ 0) with
offspring distribution A, and initial population Z0 = 1. Here by survival we mean the
event {∀t ≥ 0 : Zt > 0}, that is when we have at least one individual in the population
at any time t. It is well known that the probability of this event is positive if and only
if the mean offspring number m = E[A] is greater than one, in which case we call the
process supercritical. When m ≤ 1, then the process goes extinct almost surely, and Z
is said to be (sub)critical (critical when m = 1, and subcritical when m < 1).
Since GW processes are the most elementary examples of branching processes, it is
not surprising that a prolific backbone was first described in terms of a supercritical
GW-process. Even though the term “backbone” was not used at the time, it was shown
that on the event of survival there exist a pathwise decomposition of the process into
a GW process which has almost sure survival, and which is dressed with copies of the
original GW process conditioned on extinction. To motivate the subsequent results
we give a brief summary of this decomposition here; for a detailed description see for
example Part D of Athreya and Ney [1].
Figure 1-1: Backbone decomposition of a Galton-Watson process on the event of survival.
Consider a supercritical Galton-Watson process which might go extinct with positive
probability. To get a visual picture of the backbone decomposition imagine that we
colour blue every individual with an infinite line of descent, and colour red all the
remaining individuals as shown in Figure 1-1. On the event of survival we see an
infinite blue tree which is dressed with finite red trees, while on the event of extinction
we only have a finite red tree. One can show that the two components, namely the red
and blue trees are both GW processes, and in each case the generating function of the
offspring distribution can be obtained as a transformation of the offspring generating
function of the original process. To see what these transformations are let us denote the
offspring generating function of the original GW process by F . Under our conditions
F is strictly convex, and the extinction probability is given by the unique solution of
F (s) = s on [0, 1), which we denote by q. Then the generating function of the blue tree
is given by
Fb(s) :=
F ((1− q)s+ q)− q
1− q
, s ∈ [0, 1],
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while the generating function of the red tree is
Fr(s) := q
−1F (qs), s ∈ [0, 1].
Notice that F ′b(1) = F
′(1) and Fb(0) = 0, that is the blue process has the same mean as
the original GW process, but at every branching event it produces at least one offspring.
Without the possibility of having zero children all the genealogies of this process are
infinite. On the other hand it is not hard to see that the GW process associated to Fr
is subcritical, and as such it dies out almost surely.
We can also identify Fb and Fr from the graph of F . In particular, if Figure 1-2 is
the graph of F , then we can get Fb by stretching out the square with opposing corners
(q, q) and (1, 1) into the unit square. Similarly, if we take the graph within the square
with opposing corners (0, 0) and (q, q), multiply it by q−1, and yet again stretch it out
into the unit square, we get the generating function of the red tree.
Figure 1-2: Graph of the generating function F split at q; rescaling the lower-left quadrant
and upper-right quadrant gives the generating functions Fr and Fb respectively.
Without knowing the history of the process, we can find the prolific individuals at
time t by making a Bernoulli selection. Each individual is prolific, independently of
each other, with probability 1− q. Non-prolific individuals can only give birth to other
non-prolific individuals, where the number of children is determined by the subcritical
offspring distribution Fr. Prolific individuals on the other hand can have both prolific
and non-prolific children, however they always have at least one prolific child. More







F ((1− q)`+ qs)− F (qs)
1− q
, `, s ∈ [0, 1].
When B = 1 we call the event an immigration, instead of branching, since while new
red particles branch off the blue tree, each of them initiating a red tree, the number of
prolific individuals remains the same.
It is also well known that the law of a tree initiated from a red particle is that of the
original process conditioned to go extinct, while a blue individual initiates a process
which has the same law as that of the original process conditioned to survive.
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Next we discuss a spatial extension of the GW process, before moving onto processes
with continuous state space. We will see that the main observations we made in this
section will remain true in all of these cases. Namely that the characteristics of the
prolific individuals and the immigration can be written as a transformation of the
characteristics of the original process; that the law of the immigration is that of the
original process conditioned on extinction, while the law of the dressed prolific tree is
that of the process conditioned to survive; and that at any given time we can find the
prolific individuals by making an appropriate random selection.
1.1.2 Branching Brownian motion in a strip
Spatial branching processes combine the branching phenomenon with spatial motion,
where we monitor not only the size of the population, but also the location of the indi-
viduals. Here, we consider a branching particle system in Rd, where the reproduction
law follows a continuous time Galton-Watson process. More precisely, each particle
or individual of the population moves according to some Markov process in Rd, and
after some exponential time with parameter β > 0 it dies and is replaced by a random
number of children according to a distribution (pk)k∈N0 . The offspring particles have
starting position given by their birth location, they behave independently of each other,
and they copy the behaviour of their parent.
If we think about the particles as atoms having mass one, then at a given time, the
process can be described as the sum of Dirac measures at the locations of the particles
that are alive at that time. Thus, we can say that the branching particle system takes
its values in the space of finite atomic measures on Rd, and as such it is also an example
of a measure valued process.
A branching particle system can be characterised by two parameters, its motion and its
branching generator. When particles move according to a Brownian motion (possibly
with drift), the process is called a branching Brownian motion. Harris, Hesse and
Kyprianou [18] studied a one-dimensional version of this process, where particles are
killed on exiting the interval (0,K). They were interested in the evolution of the process
on the event of survival. As a result of the killing, being prolific now comes with an
extra spatial constraint, since in order to have a surviving, infinite genealogy all the
particles of that line of descent have to stay in the strip (0,K).
The visual picture associated to the backbone decomposition is similar to what we saw
in the previous section, see Figure 1-3. That is, on the event of survival, after colouring
blue all the prolific individuals, and red all the remaining particles, the resulting image
is an infinite blue tree dressed with finite red trees. The main difference here is that
the colouring induces a spatially dependent bias not only on the offspring distribution,
but also on the motion of the blue and red particles. This is intuitively not surprising,
since surviving genealogies can never reach the killing boundary. Survival is thus guar-
anteed by eliminating the possibility of zero offspring, and having diffusion with space
dependent drift term as the single-particle motion, where the drift pushes the particles
away from the boundary.
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Figure 1-3: Skeletal decomposition of a BBM in the strip (0,K) on the event of survival.
Just as in the Galton-Watson case we have that the red tree has the law of the process
conditioned on extinction, while the law of the dressed blue tree is that of the process
conditioned on survival. To make this statement slightly more precise we need to
introduce some notation. Let Z = (Zt, t ≥ 0) be a branching Brownian motion with
branching generator G(s) = β(
∑
k∈N0 pks
k − s), s ∈ [0, 1]. Each particle moves like
a Brownian motion with drift −µ, for µ > 0, and is killed when it hits 0 or K. The







, x ∈ (0,K),
which is defined for all u ∈ C2(0,K) (the space of twice continuously differentiable
functions on (0,K)), with u(0+) = u(K−) = 0. Note that the boundary conditions on
u correspond to the killing at 0 and K respectively. We denote the law of the process
Z by PK . Furthermore for each x ∈ (0,K) let qK(x) be defined as the probability of
survival when the process is started from a single particle with initial location x.
Recall that the blue tree consists of all the prolific individuals, that is individuals with
an infinite line of descent, while the red trees consist of all the remaining particles.
Clearly a process started from a single red particle will become extinct almost surely,
since by definition, this initial particle has to be part of a finite line of descent. Thus,
describing the behaviour of a red tree also gives us the evolution of the original process
Z conditioned on extinction. To understand the evolution of the process conditioned
on survival, we first need to describe the behaviour of its two building blocks, that is
the purely red and purely blue trees. Proposition 11 and Theorem 12 in [18] identify
the branching generators and the single particle motions of the red and blue branch-
ing diffusions. In particular, the branching generator of the red tree is given by the




(G(s(1− qK(x)))− sG(1− qK(x))) , s ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ (0,K),













, x ∈ (0,K),
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for u ∈ C2(0,K) with u(0+) = u(K−) = 0. On the other hand, the branching activity




(G(sqK(x) + (1− qK(x)))− (1− s)G(1− qK(x))),
s ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ (0,K),













, x ∈ (0,K),
for u ∈ C2(0,K) with u(0+) = u(K−) = 0.
Just as in the case of GW-processes, the branching generators of the blue and red trees
can be recovered from the original branching generators G. For each x ∈ (0,K), we
can split the graph of G in two at 1 − qK(x), which is the probability of extinction
of the process started from a single individual at position x. After some scaling the
left hand side gives the branching generator of the red tree, while the right hand side
corresponds to the branching generator of the blue tree (see Figure 1-4). It is not hard
to see that GR is indeed a subcritical branching generator, while GB is supercritical,
where the probability of having no offspring is zero.
Figure 1-4: Graph of the branching generator G split at 1− qK(x); rescaling the upper-left
quadrant and lower-right quadrant gives the branching generators GR and GB respectively.
To give the intuition behind how we get the space-dependent drift terms for the red and
blue particles let us denote by ξ = (ξt, t ≥ 0) a Brownian motion with drift −µ started
from x ∈ (0,K), and killed upon exiting (0,K). We denote by ΠKx the law of ξ started
from x ∈ (0,K), and set Ft := σ(ξs, s ≤ t). In Section 3 of [18] the authors show that
conditioning the process on extinction induces a martingale change of measure on the









, t ≥ 0, (1.1)
with respect to ΠK . Similarly conditioning on survival induces a change of measure












where T(0,K) denotes the first time the initial particle exits (0,K). To see how this
affects the infinitesimal generator of the motion term we recall the following version of
Revuz and Yor [28], VIII Proposition 3.4, which was adapted by Hesse et al. [18] for
the case of branching Brownian motion in a strip.












, t ≥ 0, (1.3)
is a ΠKx -martingale. Then under Π̂
K
x , which is the probability measure having Radon-





for functions u ∈ C2(0,K) with u(0+) = u(K−) = 0.
Furthermore Remark 10 in [18] implies that L(1− qK) +G(1− qK) = 0, and also that
LqK−G(1−qK) = 0. This means that the martingale change of measure characterised
by the density (1.1) is equivalent to an h-transform of the infinitesimal generator L
with h = 1 − qK . And similarly using (1.2) as a density is once again an h-transform
of L, this time with h = qK .
We have seen that the law of the process Z conditioned on extinction is that of the red
branching diffusion. Conditioning the initial particle to have colour blue is equivalent
to conditioning the process on survival. In this case what we see is an infinite blue tree
dressed with independent copies of the red branching diffusion. Conditional on the blue
branching diffusion we have that red particles, initiating the finite red trees, immigrate
continuously along the trajectories of the blue particles, where an immigration with
n ≥ 1 immigrants occurs at some space-dependent rate β1n(x), x ∈ (0,K). In addition
to the continuous immigration we also have that when the blue tree branches at position
x ∈ (0,K), and produces k ≥ 2 offspring, an additional n red particles immigrate at
the same position with some probability pn,k(x). (For the exact expressions for β
1
n(x)
and pn,k(x) see Theorem 12 in [18].)
Finally, at any given time t, given the positions of the particles, the prolific ones can
be found by making a Bernoulli selection where, for a particle position x, the Bernoulli
trial has a probability of success qK(x).
1.1.3 Continuous-state branching processes
Continuous-state branching processes (CSBP) are the continuous time and space ana-
logues of Galton-Watson processes. They were introduced by Jirina [19] and Lamperti
[23], although continuous population models had already been used previously by Feller
[17] to study large populations. He argued that continuous approximations give more
accurate results than using large discrete systems with inevitable simplifications, and
thus constructed a continuous process (now known as Feller’s branching diffusion) as a
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high density limit of GW processes. For a general background on CSBPs see Chapter
12 of [20] or Chapter 3 of [26].
Since we will only consider finite mean branching processes, we introduce CSBPs in this
setting. A (finite-mean) CSBP is a [0,∞)-valued strong Markov process X = (Xt, t ≥
0) with probabilities (Px, x ≥ 0), that has càdlàg paths, and satisfies the branching
property, that is for any x, y ≥ 0 the law of the process started from x + y is that of
the sum of two independent CSBPs, one issued from x, and the other issued from y.





= e−xut(θ), x, θ, t ≥ 0,




ψ (us(θ)) ds = θ, t ≥ 0.
We call ψ the branching mechanism of X, and it satisfies the Lévy-Khintchine formula




e−θx − 1 + θx
)
Π(dx), θ ≥ 0,






For convenience we assume that −ψ is not the Laplace exponent of a subordinator,
which rules out the case that X has monotone paths.
The branching mechanism plays the role of the branching generator of a discrete branch-
ing process, in a sense that it completely characterises the dynamics of the process. For
instance, it is not too hard to see that
Ex [Xt] = e−ψ
′(0+)t, x, t ≥ 0,
that is the mean growth is fully determined by ψ′(0+). Similarly to the discrete setting
we call the process supercritical, critical or subcritical accordingly as −ψ′(0+) is strictly
positive, equal to zero or strictly negative. Here we assume that ψ(∞) = ∞, which
ensures that the event of extinguishing {limt→∞Xt = 0} has positive probability. When
the process is critical or subcritical the probability of this event is one. Note, that the
reason for the slightly different terminology (we use extinguishing and not extinction)
is that, since a CSBP is [0,∞)-valued, we can have that even though the process does
go to zero as t → ∞, Xt remains strictly positive for any finite t. This clearly cannot
happen when the branching process is integer valued.
A supercritical CSBP has a positive probability of survival, which allows for the exis-
tence of infinite genealogies. Recall, that we called the surviving genealogies prolific.
Bertoin et al. [3] were interested in the process formed by the prolific individuals, and
showed that its characteristics can be recovered from the branching mechanism of the
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CSBP, similarly to the Galton-Watson case. A decomposition of the CSBP along its
embedded prolific skeleton was first given by Duquesne and Winkel [7], who used the
framework of Lévy trees, and later by Berestycki et al. [2]. They studied the prolific
backbone decomposition of superprocesses (which we will cover in the next section),
and got the backbone decomposition of CSBPs as a special case of their results.
Just as in the case of branching Brownian motion we first give the characterisation of
the prolific individuals and the immigration process, then we explain how to recover
the law of the supercritical CSBP from these two processes. Note that ψ is strictly
convex and under our conditions the equation ψ(λ) = 0 has exactly one root on (0,∞),









To get the equivalent of the red tree we saw in the previous sections, we need to
characterise the law of the process conditioned on extinguishing, which we denote by
P∗x. One can show (see e.g. [30]) that X under P∗x is a subcritical CSBP with branching
mechanism ψ∗, where
ψ∗(θ) = ψ(θ + λ∗), θ ≥ 0.
The copies of this subcritical process is what we immigrate on the event of survival.
Next we describe the analogue of the previously seen blue tree. Even though we are
in the continuous world, under our conditions, the number of those individuals who
contribute on a long term is only discrete. More precisely, the prolific individuals form




ψ(λ∗(1− s)), s ∈ [0, 1]. (1.4)
Using (1.4) it is easy to verify that the probability of having no offspring is zero, thus
all the genealogies of Z are indeed infinite.
As both ψ∗ and F are expressed in terms of the branching mechanism of X, it is not
too surprising that we can recover these characteristics from ψ. Splitting the graph
of ψ at λ∗, as in Figure 1-5, we can see that the right-hand side gives the branching
mechanism of X conditioned to become eventually extinguished, while the left-hand
side corresponds to the branching generator of the embedded prolific tree.
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Figure 1-5: Graph of the branching mechanism ψ split at λ∗; rescaling the lower-left quadrant
and upper-right quadrant gives the branching generator F and branching mechanism ψ∗
respectively.
Recall, that with probability e−λ
∗x the process becomes extinguished, in which case we
see the dynamics of a CSBP with branching mechanism ψ∗. On the event of survival
the picture is slightly more complicated. What we see in distribution is the sum of two
independent processes. One is an independent copy of X under P∗x, while the other is
the accumulated mass we get after running a supercritical Galton-Watson process, with
branching generator F , and dressing it in a Poissonian way with independent copies of
X conditioned to become extinguished. In particular we have three types of immigra-
tion which give the dressing of the tree. Along the trajectories of Z independent copies
of X under P∗x immigrate continuously and discontinuously. Furthermore every time Z
branches, an additional independent copy of X conditioned to become extinguished is
grafted onto the branchpoint of Z, where the initial mass of the immigrant depends on
the number of offspring at the branching event. Figure 1-6 gives an intuitive picture of
this decomposition, where the light grey mass represents the immigration along the tra-
jectories (the accumulation of the mass coming from the continuous and discontinuous
immigration), while the dark grey mass corresponds to the branch point immigration.
Finally on the left had side we have the initial burst of subcritical mass. For the precise
construction of the dressed tree, with the exact rates for each type of immigration, we
refer the reader to Chapter 2, where we also give an alternative proof of the backbone
decomposition of CSBPs.
Figure 1-6: Backbone decomposition of a supercritical CSBP on the event of survival.
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Even though the skeleton does not contribute towards the size of the population, at a
given time t ≥ 0, we can find the prolific individuals by running a Poisson point process
with rate λ∗ along the half line [0,∞) and noting the marks that fall into [0, Xt). Thus
given Xt, the number of prolific individuals at time t is Poisson with parameter λ
∗Xt.
This is intuitively not surprising considering a CSBP can always be constructed as a
weak limit of rescaled GW processes (see [24] or [26]), thus what we see here is the
analogue of the Bernoulli selection we had in the discrete setting.
1.1.4 Superprocesses
Just as branching Brownian motion was a natural spatial extension of a Galton-Watson
process, superprocesses are spatial versions of continuous-state branching processes.
Similarly to CSBPs, superprocesses first appeared as high density limits of discrete
branching particle systems (see [31]), and as such were used as continuous approxima-
tions of large spatial populations. Recall that a branching Browian motion is a measure
valued process, where each particle has unit mass. In the continuum world these atoms
are replaced by a cloud of infinitesimal particles, the evolution of which results in a fi-
nite measure valued process (which is no longer atomic). To characterise the evolution
of these infinitesimal particles we need two parameters, namely the motion and the
branching mechanism. As in Chapter 3 we will consider a superprocess with spatially
dependent branching mechanism, in this section we introduce superprocesses in this
setting. For a general overview, and for futher details of what we present below, we
refer the reader to the books of Dynkin [8, 9], Etheridge [12], Le Gall [25] and Li [26].
Let E be a domain in Rd, and let us denote byM(E) the space of finite Borel measures
on E. In this section we are interested in a strong Markov process X on E that takes
values in M(E). The evolution of X can be characterised by two quantities P and ψ.
Here, (P)t≥0 is a conservative diffusion semigroup on E, and the so-called branching
mechanism ψ takes the form




e−zu − 1 + zu
)
m(x, du), x ∈ E, z ≥ 0, (1.5)
where α and β ≥ 0 are bounded measurable mappings from E to R and [0,∞) re-
spectively, and for each x ∈ E, m(x,du) is a measure concentrated on (0,∞), such
that x 7→ (u ∧ u2)m(x, du) is bounded and measurable. We denote by Pµ the law of
X issued from µ ∈ M(E). Then, under suitable regularity conditions, the semigroup
of X can be characterised as follows. For each µ ∈ M(E) and non-negative, bounded





= e−〈uf (·,t),µ〉, t ≥ 0,
where uf (x, t) is the unique non-negative solution to the integral equation
uf (x, t) = Pt[f ](x)−
∫ t
0
ds · Ps[ψ(·, uf (·, t− s))](x), x ∈ E, t ≥ 0,
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and 〈f, µ〉 denotes the integral of f with respect to the measure µ. That is, intuitively,
the infinitesimal particles of the superprocess X are moving independently in E accord-
ing to the diffusion semigroup P and they continuously reproduce, where the branching
phenomenon is governed by ψ.
Just as in the previous examples, we can decompose a superprocess along its pro-
lific individuals. Such a decomposition for superprocesses first appeared in Evans and
O’Connell [13], who considered superprocesses with quadratic branching mechanism.
They showed that the distribution of this process can be written as the sum of two
independent processes. The first one is a copy of the original process conditioned on ex-
tinction. The second is produced by running a dyadic branching particle system, which
has initial configuration given by a Poisson random measure, and along its trajecto-
ries immigrating continuously independent copies of the original process conditioned
on extinction. Later this decomposition was extended to the spatially dependent case
by Engländer and Pinsky [11]. Berestycki et al. [2] gave a pathwise prolific backbone
decomposition of a superprocess with general, but spatially independent branching
mechanism, and later Kyprianou et al. [22] and Eckhoff et al. [10] extended this
pathwise decomposition to the spatially dependent case that we consider here.
In this section we use the results of [22] to describe the backbone decomposition of the
previously introduced superprocess X. Let E = {〈1, Xt〉 = 0 for some t > 0} the event
of extinction, and for each x ∈ E define
w(x) = − logPδx(E).
To get a non-trivial backbone decomposition we need the probability of extinction
to be strictly positive, but less than one. Note that when the branching mechanism
is spatially independent, the total mass process 〈1, Xt〉 is a CSBP with branching
mechanism ψ, and thus criticality can be expressed in terms of the largest root of
ψ. In the spatially dependent case however w cannot be identified as the root of the
branching mechanism. Thus, in order to proceed, we make the assumption that w is
locally bounded away from 0 and ∞. Being locally bounded away from 0 ensures that
the superprocess is supercritical in the sense that the extinction probability is not unity,
while the second condition forces this probability to be greater than zero. Implicitly
this also means that the extinguishing event, which we discussed in the previous section,
coincides with the event of extinction.
Kyprianou et al. [22] showed that under these assumptions the population does have
infinite genealogies, the evolution of which can be described by a branching particle
system, which we denote by Z. Recall that to characterise such a process we need to
specify its branching generator and its motion, and just as in the previous examples,
we can construct these parameters from the components on the superprocess X.
Due to the spatial dependence of the branching mechanism, distinguishing the infinite
genealogies alters the spatial motion of the corresponding particles. This bias is similar
to what we saw in the branching Brownian motion case, where the constraint of staying
in a strip was responsible for the spatial dependence. Hence, what we have here is again
an h-transform of the motion generator, this time with h = w. We denote the associated
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semigroup by Pw. In the branching Brownian motion case, the h-transform introduced
a spatially dependent drift that kept the particles away from the boundary, here the
dynamics of Pw encourages the motion to visit domains where the global survival rate
is high.
The branching generator of Z is given by







, s ∈ [0, 1],
where q and pk, k ≥ 0 can be built from the branching mechanism of X. In particular,
q(x) = ψ′(x,w(x))− ψ(x,w(x))
w(x)
, x ∈ E,













, x ∈ E,
thus, once again, the possibility of zero offspring is eliminated. Hence the particles
of Z are encouraged to visit domains with high global survival rate, and when they
branch, at least two offspring particles are produced who then follow the behaviour of
their parent. This is the process that we dress up with immigration in order to recover
the law of the original superprocess. What we immigrate is a copy of X conditioned
on extinction. In [22] the authors show that this process is again a superprocess with
motion semigroup P, and branching mechanism ψ∗, where
ψ∗(x, z) = ψ(x, z + w(x))− ψ(x,w(x)), x ∈ E, z ≥ 0.




(ψ(x,w(x)(1− s))− (1− s)ψ(x,w(x))) , x ∈ E, s ∈ [0, 1],
after which, for a fixed x ∈ E, we can easily identify the two components from the
graph of ψ(x, z). In particular, splitting Figure 1-7 at w(x), the lower part corresponds
to the branching generator of the prolific branching particle system, while the upper
part translates to the branching mechanism of the immigration.
Figure 1-7: Graph of the branching mechanism z 7→ ψ(x, z) split at w(x); rescaling the
lower-left quadrant and upper-right quadrant gives the branching generator z 7→ G(x, z) and
branching mechanism z 7→ ψ∗(x, z) respectively.
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Immigration occurs similarly to the CSBP case, that is backbone particles throw mass
off continuously and discontinuously along their spatial trajectory, and every time they
branch, additional mass is immigrated at the branch point, where the initial mass
depends on the number of offspring at the branching event.
Then X under Pµ has the same law as the sum of two independent processes. One is
an independent copy of X conditioned on extinction and having initial configuration µ.
The other one is the accumulation of mass produced by the dressed branching particle
system, which has initial configuration consisting of a Poisson random field of particles
in E with intensity w(x)µ(dx). This Poissonian structure of the backbone is preserved
in time, in the sense that at any time t, the backbone particles are given by a Poisson
random measure having intensity w(x)Xt(dx).
Above, we focused on those backbone decompositions that are relevant to the results
presented in this thesis, but by no means was this an exhaustive overview of the existing
literature. For example, to mention just a few, backbones have been identified for
CSBPs with immigration [21], superprocesses with non-local branching mechanism [27],
and for super Brownian motion whose exit measure is conditioned to hit a number of
specified point on the boundary of the domain [29].
The aim of this thesis is to deepen the understanding of skeletal decompositions even
further, by developing a new approach for their study, as well as widening the class of
processes with available backbone decomposition. In the next section we give a brief
overview of our results.
1.2 Summary of chapters
Each chapter in this thesis contains a research article. The first two articles ([14] and
[15]) resulted from collaboration with Andreas Kyprianou and Joaqúın Fontbona, while
the article in Chapter 4 [16] is a result of collaboration with Sandra Palau, José-Luis
Pérez and Juan-Carlos Pardo.
1.2.1 Skeletal stochastic differential equations for continuous-state
branching processes (Chapter 2).
It is well known that a finite-mean CSBP can be represented as the unique strong
solution to



















for x > 0, t ≥ 0, where W (ds, du) is a white noise process on (0,∞)2 based on the
Lebesgue measure ds⊗du and N(ds, dr, dν) is a Poisson point process on (0,∞)3 with
intensity ds ⊗ Π(dr) ⊗ dν. Moreover, Ñ(ds, dr, dν) is the compensated measure of
N(ds, dr, dν). We refer the reader to [4] for the properties of this SDE.
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In this article we use the language of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) to study
different backbone decompositions of a CSBP. In particular, we write down a cou-
pled SDE which simultaneously describes the evolution of the backbone and the total
accumulated mass, and show that the total mass process is a weak solution to (1.6).
Our first result concerns the decomposition of supercritical CSBPs. The coupled SDE
in this case provides a common framework for the parametric family of decompositions
constructed by Duquesne and Winkel [7]. They showed that an embedded skeleton
can be given for each parameter λ ≥ λ∗, where λ∗ is the largest root of the branching
mechanism. The choice of λ∗ corresponds to the prolific backbone, while choosing a
parameter greater than λ∗ selects additional genealogical lines to the prolific ones when
constructing the skeleton. Since a prolific backbone contains all infinite genealogical
lines, the additional ones are necessarily only finite. In other words, the skeleton has
the possibility of ’dead ends’ (no offspring).
Next, we concentrate on another family of decompositions. We have seen that (sub)cri-
tical CSBPs go extinct almost surely, thus the population has no prolific individuals
in the classic sense. However if we fix some finite time T > 0, the population has
a positive probability of survival until that fixed time. Exploiting this fact we can
define a time-inhomogeneous skeleton consisting of all those individuals who have a
descendant at time T . We call these individuals T -prolific. Thus, up to time T we
can describe a decomposition of the CSBP, where the T -prolific skeleton is given by a
GW process with time dependent branching rate and offspring distribution, and the
immigration process is a CSBP conditioned to go extinct by time T . Note, that as a
result of this conditioning, the branching mechanism of the immigrants is also time-
dependent. This finite time horizon decomposition was heavily motivated by the work
of Duquesne and Le Gall [6], who gave a description of the (sub)critical CSBP genealogy
using the so-called height process. The SDE approach does not rely on the existence
of the height-process, and as such it extends the finite horizon setting for supercritical
CSBPs.
It is clear that conditioning a (sub)critical CSBP to survive until time T is equivalent to
conditioning on having at least one T -prolific individual in the initial population. And
due to the Poissonian nature of the backbone, the latter is the same as conditioning
a Poisson random variable to be at least one. Our last objective is to study what
happens to the coupled SDE when we make this conditioning and take the time horizon
to infinity. What we can see is that as T → ∞, the branching rate of the backbone
slows down, less and less offspring are produced, and eventually we end up with a single
line of descent. In the literature this one infinite genealogy is called the spine, and it
emerges when a (sub)cirtical CSBP is conditioned to survive forever. Using our SDE
representation, we show how the T -prolific skeleton thins down to become the spine,
when we condition the CSBP to survive until larger and larger times.
To appear in Journal of Applied Probability 56.4 (December 2019).
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1.2.2 Skeletal stochastic differential equations for superprocesses
(Chapter 3).
In this article we extend the previously seen coupled SDE approach to superprocesses,
demonstrating the robustness of the method. We study supercritical superprocesses
with space-dependent branching mechanism, as seen in [22] and [10]. More precisely,
let E be a domain in Rd, and consider a superprocess (X,Pµ) with branching mecha-
nism given by (1.5), and motion given by the Feller diffusion semigroup (Pt)t≥0. The















for some suitable functions a and b. Let us denote by M(E) the space of finite Borel
measures on E, and let M(E)◦ :=M(E) \ {0}, where 0 is the null measure. Then, if
f is in the domain of L, the superprocess X has the representation
〈f,Xt〉 = 〈f, µ〉+
∫ t
0









〈Lf,Xs〉ds, t ≥ 0.
(1.7)
Here M ct (f) is a continuous local martingale with quadratic variation 2Xt(bf
2)dt, and
Ñ is an optional random measure on [0,∞) ×M(E)◦ with predictable compensator
N̂(ds, dν) = dsK(Xs−,dν), where∫
M(E)◦







For more details see Chapter 7 in [26].
This representation is the basis of our coupled SDE, which simultaneously describes
the branching particle system formed by the prolific particles, and the evolution of the
total mass that is created by the immigration processes and the initial burst of mass.
We once again show that this total mass has the same law as that of the superprocess.
Even though we had to develop a different method for the proof, our results show that
the coupled SDE approach is not unique to the non-spatial case. The article only deals
with the supercritical superprocesses, leaving the subcritical case open for the time
being.
Preprint: arXiv:1904.05966
1.2.3 Backbone decomposition of multitype superprocesses (Chap-
ter 4).
In the final chapter we consider the backbone decomposition of multitype superpro-
cesses with a finite number of types. Technically a multitype superprocess can be
defined as a one-type superprocess on a state space that is the mixture of a continuous
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and a discrete space, and whose branching has both local and non-local elements. In-
formally each individual has an assigned type which specifies its branching mechanism
and motion semigroup. The individual keeps its type throughout its life, but when it
branches it has the possibility to give birth to children of different types (hence the non-
local element of the branching mechanism). While backbone decompositions are fairly
well-known for one-type CSBPs and superprocesses that are supported on a domain of
Rd, before this article no such decompositions or even description of prolific genealogies
had been given for the previously described multitype case. We should mention however
that other decompositions of multitype superprocesses have been constructed, see e.g.
[5], where the authors give the Williams’ decomposition of a multitype superprocess,
where the genealogy is decomposed with respect to the last individual alive.
We adapt the methods developed in [2] to construct the prolific backbone decomposition
of a supercritical multitype superprocess. The prolific skeleton is a multitype branching
diffusion process, with type dependent branching rate, offspring generator and motion
semigroup. Comparing the form of the offspring distribution between the one-type
case and the multitype case, the main difference is that now we are allowed to have
one offspring at a branching event. However in this case, that offspring has to have a
different type from its parent. Just as in the one-type case this process is dressed up
with immigration, where the immigration process is the original process conditioned on
extinction. Once again we have continuous and discontinuous immigration along the
trajectories of the skeleton particles, and branch point based immigration, all of which
depend on the type of the backbone particle.
By showing that the total mass vector of a multitype superprocess is a multitype
CSBP, it is clear that after turning the movement off, we get the prolific backbone
decomposition for multitype CSBPs as a special case of our results.
Preprint: arXiv:1803.09620
This thesis is presented in an alternative thesis format which includes publications.
These were developed independently of the introduction and are supposed to be self-
contained. Hence, it is inevitable to have some inconsistency in notations and redun-
dant contents to the introduction chapter.
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Abstract
It is well understood that a supercritical continuous-state branching process (CSBP)
is equal in law to a discrete continuous-time Galton Watson process (the skeleton of
prolific individuals) whose edges are dressed in a Poissonian way with immigration
which initiates subcritical CSBPs (non-prolific mass).
Equally well understood in the setting of CSBPs and superprocesses is the notion of a
spine or immortal particle dressed in a Poissonian way with immigration which initiates
copies of the original CSBP, which emerges when conditioning the process to survive
eternally.
In this article, we revisit these notions for CSBPs and put them in a common framework
using the well-established language of (coupled) SDEs (cf. [7, 8, 6]). In this way, we
are able to deal simultaneously with all types of CSBPs (supercritical, critical and
subcritical) as well as understanding how the skeletal representation becomes, in the
sense of weak convergence, a spinal decomposition when conditioning on survival.
We have two principal motivations. The first is to prepare the way to expand the SDE
approach to the spatial setting of superprocesses, where recent results have increasingly
sought the use of skeletal decompositions to transfer results from the branching particle
setting to the setting of measure valued processes; cf. [26, 14, 40]. The second is to
provide a pathwise decomposition of CSBPs in the spirit of genealogical coding of
CSBPs via Lévy excursions in Duquesne and LeGall [10] albeit precisely where the
aforesaid coding fails to work because the underlying CSBP is supercritical.
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2.1 Introduction
In this article we are interested in X = (Xt, t ≥ 0) a continuous-state, finite-mean
branching process (CSBP). In particular, this means that X is a [0,∞)-valued strong
Markov process with absorbing state at zero and with law on D([0,∞),R) (the space
of càdlàg mappings from [0,∞) to R) given by Px for each initial state x ≥ 0, such that
Px+y = Px∗Py. Here, Px+y = Px∗Py means that the sum of two independent processes,
one issued from x and the other issued from y, has the same law as the process issued
from x+ y. Its semigroup is characterised by the Laplace functional
Ex(e−θXt) = e−xut(θ), x, θ, t ≥ 0, (2.1)




ψ(us(θ))ds = θ, t ≥ 0. (2.2)
Here, we assume that the so-called branching mechanism ψ takes the form
ψ(θ) = −αθ + βθ2 +
∫
(0,∞)
(e−θx − 1 + θx)Π(dx), θ ≥ 0, (2.3)
where α ∈ R, β ≥ 0 and Π is a measure concentrated on (0,∞) which satisfies
∫
(0,∞)(x∧
x2)Π(dx) <∞. These restrictions on ψ are very mild and only exclude the possibility
of having a non-conservative process or processes which have an infinite mean growth
rate.
We also assume for convenience that −ψ is not the Laplace exponent of a subordinator
(i.e. a Bernstein function), thereby ruling out the case that X has monotone paths. It
is easily checked that ψ is an infinitely smooth convex function on (0,∞) with at most
two roots in [0,∞). More precisely, 0 is always a root, however if ψ′(0+) < 0, then
there is a second root in (0,∞).
The process X is henceforth referred to as a ψ-CSBP. It is easily verified that
Ex[Xt] = xe−ψ
′(0+)t, t, x ≥ 0. (2.4)
The mean growth of the process is therefore characterised by ψ′(0+) and accordingly we
classify CSBPs by the value of this constant. We say that the ψ-CSBP is supercritical,
critical or subcritical accordingly as −ψ′(0+) = α is strictly positive, equal to zero or
strictly negative, respectively.
It is known that the process (X,Px), x > 0, can also be represented as the unique
strong solution to the stochastic differential equation (SDE)




















for x > 0, t ≥ 0, where W (ds, du) is a white noise process on (0,∞)2 based on the
Lebesgue measure ds⊗du and N(ds, dr, dν) is a Poisson point process on [0,∞)3 with
intensity ds ⊗ Π(dr) ⊗ dν. Moreover, we denote by Ñ(ds, dr, dν) the compensated
measure of N(ds, dr, dν). See [7, 8, 2] for this fact and further properties of the above
SDEs.
Through the representation of a CSBP as either a strong Markov process whose semi-
group is characterised by an integral equation, or as a solution to an SDE, there are
three fundamental probabilistic decompositions that play a crucial role in motivating
the main results in this paper. These concern CSBPs conditioned to die out, CSBPs
conditioned to survive and a path decomposition of the supercritical CSBPs.
CSBPs conditioned to die out. To understand what this means, let us momentarily
recall that for all supercritical continuous-state branching processes (without immigra-




Xt = 0) = e
−λ∗x,
where λ∗ is the unique root on (0,∞) of the equation ψ(θ) = 0. Note that under our
conditions ψ is strictly convex with the property that ψ(0) = 0 and ψ(+∞) = ∞,
thereby ensuring that the root λ∗ > 0 exists; see Chapter 8 and 9 of [25] for further
details. It is straightforward to show that the law of (X,Px) conditional on the event
{limt↑∞Xt = 0}, say P∗x, agrees with the law of a ψ∗-CSBP, where
ψ∗(θ) = ψ(θ + λ∗). (2.6)
See for example [46].
CSBPs conditioned to survive. The event {limt→∞Xt = 0} can be categorised
further according to whether its intersection with {Xt > 0 for all t ≥ 0} is empty or
not. The classical work of Grey [22] distinguishes between these two cases according








If we additionally assume that −ψ′(0+) = α ≤ 0, that is to say, the process is critical or
subcritical, then it is known that the notion of conditioning the process to stay positive
can be made rigorous through a limiting procedure. More precisely, if we write
ζ = inf{t > 0 : Xt = 0},
then for all A ∈ FXt := σ(Xs : s ≤ t) and x > 0,
P↑x(A) := lims→∞Px(A|ζ > t+ s)










In addition, (X,P↑x), x > 0, has been shown to be equivalent in law to a process which
has a pathwise description which we give below. Before doing so, we need to introduce
some more notation. To this end, define N∗ to be a Poisson random measure on
[0,∞)2 × D([0,∞),R) with intensity measure ds ⊗ rΠ(dr) ⊗ Pr(dω). Moreover, Q is
the intensity, or ‘excursion’ measure on the space D([0,∞),R) which satisfies
Q(1− e−θωt) = −1
x
logEx(e−θXt) = ut(θ),
for θ, t ≥ 0. Here, the measure Q is the excursion measure on the space D([0,∞),R)
associated to Px, x > 0. See Theorems 3.10, 8.6 and 8.22 of [37] and [15, 31, 13, 9,
39] for further details. We should note in particular that Theorem 3.10 in [37] gives
the necessary and sufficient conditions under which Q is well defined as an excursion
entrance law, namely that limθ→∞ ψ
′(θ) = ∞. This is automatically satisfied when
β > 0. However, when β = 0, the reader will note that in what we described below
and elsewhere in the paper, the use of Q is not needed. We can accordingly build a
Poisson point process N c on [0,∞)×D([0,∞),R) with intensity 2βds⊗Q(dω). Then,


















∗(ds, dr, dω), t ≥ 0,
(2.9)
where X ′ has the law Px and is independent of N c and N∗, which are also independent
of one another.







rN∗(ds, dr), t ≥ 0,




∗(ds, dr, dω), s, r > 0. The subordinator (St, t ≥ 0) is usually referred
to as the spine. To explain the formula (2.9), in a Poissonian way, we dress the spine
with versions of X sampled under the excursion measure Q. Moreover, at each jump
of S we initiate an independent copy of X with initial mass equal to the size of the
jump of S. See for example (3.9) in [36], (4.3) in [35], (4.18) in [34] or the discussion
in Section 12.3.2 of [25] or [37]. The reader is also referred to e.g. [43] or [29, 30] for
further details of the notion of a spine.
It turns out that one may also identify the effect of the change of measure within the
context of the SDE setting. In [20], it was shown that (X,P↑x), x > 0, offers the unique
strong solution to the SDE























rN∗(ds, dr) + 2βt, t ≥ 0, (2.10)
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where W , N and Ñ are as in (2.5) and N∗ is as above, and all noises are independent.
See also [8] and [21].
Skeletal path decomposition of supercritical CSBPs. In [12, 5] and [4] it was
shown that the law of the process X, where X is defined by (2.5), can be recovered from
a supercritical continuous-time Galton–Watson process (GW), issued with a Poisson
number of initial ancestors, and dressed in a Poissonian way using the law of the original
process conditioned to become extinguished.
To be more precise, they showed that for each x ≥ 0, (X,Px) has the same law as the
process (Λt, t ≥ 0) which has the following pathwise construction. First sample from a








ψ(λ∗(1− r)), r ∈ [0, 1]. (2.11)
Note that in the above generator, we have that q = ψ′(λ∗) is the rate at which indi-
viduals reproduce and {pk : k ≥ 0} is the offspring distribution. This continuous-time
Galton–Watson process goes by the name of the skeleton and offers the genealogy of
prolific individuals, that is, individuals who have infinite genealogical lines of descent
(cf. [5]).
With the particular branching generator given by (2.11), p0 = p1 = 0, and for k ≥ 2,













If we denote the aforesaid GW process by Z = (Zt, t ≥ 0) then we shall also insist that
Z0 has a Poisson distribution with parameter λ
∗x. Next, thinking of the trajectory of
Z as a graph, dress the life-lengths of Z in such a way that a ψ∗-CSBP is independently






Moreover, on the event that an individual dies and branches into k ≥ 2 offspring, with
probability pk(dx), an additional independent ψ
∗-CSBP is grafted on to the branching
point with initial mass x ≥ 0. The quantity Λt is now understood to be the total dressed
mass present at time t together with the mass present at time t in an independent ψ∗-
CSBP issued at time zero with initial mass x. Whilst it is clear that the pair (Z,Λ)
is Markovian, it is less clear that Λ alone is Markovian. This must, however, be the
case given the conclusion that Λ and X are equal in law. A key element in this respect
is the non-trivial observation that, for each t ≥ 0, the law of Zt given Λt is that of a
Poisson random variable with parameter λ∗Λt.
Such skeletal path decompositions for continuous-state branching processes, and spatial
versions thereof, are by no means new. Examples include [19, 45, 44, 16, 12, 4, 23, 28,
27].
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In this paper our objective is to understand the relationship between the skeletal de-
compositions of the type described above and the emergence of a spine on conditioning
the process to survive. In particular, our tool of choice will be the use of SDE theory.
The importance of this study is that it underlines a methodology that should carry over
to the spatial setting of superprocesses, where recent results have increasingly sought
the use of skeletal decompositions to transfer results from the branching particle set-
ting to the setting of measure valued processes; cf. [26, 14, 40, 41]. In future work we
hope to develop the SDE approach to skeletal decompositions in the spatial setting.
We also expect this approach to be helpful in studying analogous decompositions in
the setting of continuous state branching processes with competition [3, 41]. Moreover,
although our method takes inspiration from the genealogical coding of CSBPs by Lévy
excursions, cf. Duquesne and LeGall [10], our approach appears to be applicable where
the aforesaid method fails, namely supercritical processes.
2.2 Main results
In this section we summarise the main results of the paper. We have three main
results. First, we provide a slightly more general family of skeletal decompositions
in the spirit of [12], albeit with milder assumptions and that we use the language of
SDEs. Second, taking lessons from this first result, we give a time-inhomogeneous
skeletal decomposition, again using the language of SDEs, both for supercritical and
(sub)critical CSBPs. Nonetheless, our proof will take inspiration from classical ideas
on the genealogical coding of CSBPs through the exploration of associated excursions
of reflected Lévy processes; see for example [10] and the references therein. Finally,
our third main result, shows that a straightforward limiting procedure in the SDE
skeletal decomposition for (sub)critical processes, which corresponds to conditioning
on survival, reveals a weak solution to the SDE given in (2.10). It will transpire
that conditioning the process to survive until later and later times is equivalent to
“thinning” the skeleton such that, in the limit, we get the spine decomposition. The
limiting procedure also intuitively explains how the spine emerges in the conditioned
process as a consequence of stretching out the skeleton in the SDE decomposition of
the (sub)critical processes.
Before moving to the first main result, let us introduce some more notation. The
reader will note that it is very similar but, nonetheless, subtly different to previously
introduced terms. Define the Esscher transformed branching mechanism ψλ : R+ → R+
for θ ≥ −λ and λ ≥ λ∗ by















This is the branching mechanism of a subcritical branching process on account of the
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fact that −ψ′λ(0+) = −ψ′(λ) < 0. Heuristically speaking, given that λ 7→ ψ′(λ) is
increasing, the ψλ-CSBP becomes more and more subcritical as λ increases.
Next, we need the continuous time Galton Watson process parameterised by λ ≥ λ∗,
which has been seen before in e.g. [12] and agrees with the process described by (2.11)
when λ = λ∗. It branches at rate ψ′(λ) and has branching generator given by
Fλ(s) := λ
−1ψ((1− s)λ), s ∈ [0, 1], λ ≥ λ∗.
That is to say, writing Fλ(s) as in the left-hand side of (2.11), we now have p0 =













We will also use the family (ηk(·))k≥0 of branch point immigration laws (conditional on













for r ≥ 0. Note in particular that, when λ > λ∗, there is the possibility that no
offspring at a branching event. Since in this case some lines of descent are finite, the
Galton-Watson process no longer represents the prolific individuals.
Finally, we need to introduce a series of driving sources of randomness for the SDE
which will appear in Theorem 2.2.1 below. Let N0 be a Poisson random measure on
[0,∞)3 with intensity measure ds⊗ e−λrΠ(dr)⊗dν, Ñ0 be the associated compensated
version of N0, N1(ds, dr, dj) be a Poisson point process on [0,∞)2 × N with intensity
ds⊗ re−λrΠ(dr)⊗ ](dj), and finally let N2(ds, dr, dk, dj) be a Poisson point process on
[0,∞)2×N0×N with intensity ψ′(λ)ds⊗ ηk(dr)⊗ pk](dk)⊗ ](dj), where N0 = {0}∪N
and ](d`) =
∑
i∈N0 δi(d`), ` ≥ 0, denotes the counting measure on N0. As before
W (ds, du) will denote a white noise process on (0,∞)2 based on the Lebesgue measure
ds⊗ du.
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose that ψ corresponds to a supercritical branching mechanism











































































ds, t ≥ 0. (2.15)
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The equation (2.15) has a unique strong solution for arbitrary (F0-measurable) initial
values Λ0 ≥ 0 and Z0 ∈ N0 (where Ft := σ((Λs, Zs) : s ≤ t)). Furthermore, under
the assumption that Z0 is an independent random variable which is Poisson distributed
with intensity λΛ0 this unique solution satisfies the following:
(i) For t ≥ 0, conditional on FΛt := σ(Λs, s ≤ t), Zt is Poisson distributed with
intensity λΛt;
(ii) The process (Λt, t ≥ 0) is Markovian and a weak solution to (2.5);
(iii) If Z0 = 0, then (Λt, t ≥ 0) is a subcritical CSBP with branching mechanism ψλ.
If one focuses on the second element, Z, in the SDE (2.15), it can be seen that there
is no dependency on the first element Λ. The converse is not true however. Indeed,
the stochastic evolution for Z is simply that of the continuous-time GW process with
branching mechanism given by Fλ(s), s ∈ [0, 1]. Given the evolution of Z, the process
Λ here describes nothing more than the aggregation of a Poisson and branch-point
dressing on Z together with an independent copy of a ψλ-CSBP. As is clear from (2.14)
this results in the skeleton Z having the possibility of ‘dead ends’ (no offspring). Of
course if λ = λ∗ then this occurs with zero probability and the joint system of SDEs
in (2.15) describes precisely the prolific skeleton decomposition. In the spirit of [12],
albeit using different technology and in a continuum setting, Theorem 2.2.1 puts into
a common framework a parametric family of skeletal decompositions for supercritical
processes. Related work also appears in [1, 38].
Remark 2.1. Although we have assumed in the introduction that
∫
(0,∞)(x ∧
x2)Π(dx) < ∞, the reader can verify from the proof that this is in fact not needed.




and we take the branching mechanism in the form
ψ(θ) = −αθ + βθ2 +
∫
(0,∞)
(e−θx − 1 + θx1{x<1})Π(dx), θ ≥ 0,





to ensure conservative supercriticality. Then the necessary adjustment one needs to
make occurs, for example, in (2.5), where jumps of size greater than equal to 1 in the
Poisson random measures N is separated out without compensation. However, the
form of (2.15) remains the same as all jumps of N0 can be compensated.
Our objective, however, is to go further and demonstrate how the SDE approach can
also apply in the finite horizon setting. We do this below, but we should remark
that the skeletal decomposition is heavily motivated by the description of the CSBP
genealogy using the so-called height process in Duquesne and Le Gall [11]. Indeed,
for (sub)critical CSBPs one may consider the conclusion of Theorem 2.2.2, below, as a
rewording thereof. However, as the proof does not rely on the CSBP being (sub)critical,
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the same result holds in the supercritical case. Thus Theorem 2.2.2 is also a time-
inhomogeneous version of Theorem 2.2.1 for supercritical CSBPs, which setting was
not discussed in [11].
Assume that ψ is a branching mechanism that satisfies Grey’s condition (2.7). We fix
a time marker T > 0 and we want to describe a coupled system of SDEs in the spirit of
(2.15) in which the second component describes prolific genealogies to the time horizon
T . In other words, our aim is to provide an SDE decomposition of the CSBP along
those individuals in the population who have a descendent at time T . Once again
we need to introduce some more notation. We need a Poisson random measure N0T
on [0, T )× [0,∞)2 with intensity ds⊗ e−uT−s(∞)rΠ(dr)⊗ dν, a Poisson process N1T on
[0, T )× [0,∞)×N0 with intensity ds⊗re−uT−s(∞)rΠ(dr)⊗ ](dj), and a Poisson process




ds⊗ ηT−sk (dr)⊗ p
T−s
k ](dk)⊗ ](dj),





, r ≥ 0,
(2.16)




1 = 0 and the remaining probabilities are computable
by insisting that ηT−sk (·) is itself a probability distribution for each k ≥ 2.
Theorem 2.2.2. Suppose that ψ corresponds to a branching mechanism which satisfies













































































ds, 0 ≤ t < T. (2.17)
The equation (2.17) has a unique strong solution for arbitrary (FT0 -measurable) initial
values ΛT0 ≥ 0 and ZT0 ∈ N0 (where FTt := σ((ΛTs , ZTs ) : s ≤ t), t < T ). Furthermore,
under the assumption that ZT0 is an independent random variable which is Poisson
distributed with intensity uT (∞)ΛT0 this unique solution satisfies the following:
(i) For T > t ≥ 0, conditional on FΛTt := σ(ΛTs , s ≤ t), ZTt is Poisson distributed with
intensity uT−t(∞)ΛTt ;
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(ii) The process (ΛTt , 0 ≤ t < T ) is Markovian and a weak solution to (2.5);
(iii) Conditional on {ZT0 = 0}, the process (ΛTt , 0 ≤ t < T ) corresponds to a weak
solution to (2.5) conditioned to become extinct by time T .
The SDE evolution in Theorem 2.2.2 mimics the skeletal decomposition in (2.15), albeit
that the different components in the decomposition are time-dependent. In particular,
we note that the underlying skeleton ZT can be thought of as a time-inhomogenous
Galton–Watson process (a T -prolific skeleton) such that, at time s < T , its branching





and offspring distribution is given by {pT−sk : k ≥ 0}. This has the feature that the
branching rate explodes towards the time horizon T . To see why, we can appeal to
(2.1), and note that
Px[Xt = 0] = e−ut(∞)x, x, t > 0,
and hence limt→0 ut(∞) = ∞. Moreover, one easily verifies from (2.3) that
limλ→∞[λψ
′(λ) − ψ(λ)]/λ = ∞. Together, these facts imply the explosion of (2.18)
as s→ T .
We also note from the integrals involving N1T and N
2
T that there is mass immigrating off
the space-time trajectory of ZT . Moreover, once mass has immigrated, the first four
terms of (2.17) show that it evolves as a time-inhomogenous CSBP.
Note, that in the supercritical setting uT−t(∞) converges to λ∗ for all fixed t > 0 as
T → ∞. This intuitively means that when T goes to ∞, one can recover the prolific
skeleton decomposition of Theorem 2.2.1 from the time-inhomogeneous one of Theorem
2.2.2.
Finally with the finite-horizon SDE skeletal decomposition in Theorem 2.2.2, we may
now turn our attention to understanding what happens when we observe the solution
to (2.17) in the (sub)critical case on a finite time horizon [0, t0], and we condition on
there being at least one T -prolific genealogy, while letting T →∞.
Theorem 2.2.3. Suppose that ψ is a critical or subcritical branching mechanism such
that Grey’s condition (2.7) holds. Suppose, moreover, that ((ΛTt , Z
T
t ), 0 ≤ t < T ) is a
weak solution to (2.17) and that ZT0 is an independent random variable which is Poisson
distributed with intensity uT (∞)ΛT0 . Then, conditional on the event ZT0 > 0, in the
sense of weak convergence with respect to the Skorokhod topology on D([0,∞),R2), for
all t0 > 0,
((ΛTt , Z
T
t ), 0 ≤ t ≤ t0)→ ((X
↑
t , 1), 0 ≤ t ≤ t0),
as T →∞, where X↑ is a weak solution to (2.10).
Theorem 2.2.3 puts the phenomena of spines and skeletons in the same framework.
Roughly speaking, any subcritical branching population contains a naturally embed-
ded skeleton which describes the ‘fittest’ genealogies. In our setting ‘fittest’ means
surviving until time T but other notions of fitness can be considered, especially when
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one introduces a spatial type to mass in the branching process. For example in [23] a
branching Brownian motion in a strip is considered, where ‘fittest genealogies’ pertains
to those lines of descent which survive in the strip for all eternity. Having at least one
line of descent in the skeleton corresponds to the event of survival. Thus, conditioning
on survival as we make the survival event itself increasingly unlikely, e.g. by taking
T → ∞ in our model or taking the width of the strip down to a critical value in the
branching Brownian motion model, the natural stochastic behaviour of the skeleton is
to thin down to a single line of decent. This phenomenon was originally observed in
[16], where the scaling limit of a Galton–Watson processes conditioned on survival is
shown to converge to the immortal particle decomposition of the (1 + β)-superprocess
conditioned on survival.
The remainder of the paper is structured as followed. In the next section we explain
the heuristic behind how (2.5) can be decoupled into components that arise in (2.15).
The heuristic is used in Section 2.4 where the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 is given. In
this sense our proof of Theorem 2.2.1 has the feel of a ‘guess-and-verify’ approach.
In Section 2.5, again in the spirit of a ‘guess-and-verify’ approach, we use ideas from
the classical description of the exploration process of CSBPs in e.g. [11] to provide
the heuristic behind the mathematical structures that lie behind the proof of Theorem
2.2.2. Given the similarity of this proof to that of Theorem 2.2.1, it is sketched in
Section 2.6. Finally in Section 2.7 we provide the proof of Theorem 2.2.3.
2.3 Thinning of the CSBP SDE
In this section, we will perform an initial manipulation of the SDE (2.5), which we will
need in order to make comparative statements for Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. To this
end, we will introduce some independent marks on the atoms of the Poisson process N
driving (2.5) and use them to thin out various contributions to the SDE evolution.
Denote by (ti, ri, νi : i ∈ N) some enumeration of the atoms of N and recall that
N0 = {0}∪N. By enlarging the probability space, we can introduce an additional mark
to atoms of N , say (ki : i ∈ N), resulting in an ‘extended’ Poisson random measure,
N (ds, dr, dν, dk) :=
∑
i∈N
δ(ti,ri,νi,ki)(ds, dr, dν, dk) (2.19)
on [0,∞)3 × N0 with intensity




Now define three random measures by
N0(ds, dr, dν) = N (ds, dr, dν, {0}),
N1(ds, dr, dν) = N (ds, dr, dν, {1})
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and
N2(ds, dr, dν) = N (ds, dr, dν, {k ≥ 2}).
Classical Poisson thinning now tells us that N0, N1 and N2 are independent Pois-
son point processes on [0,∞)3 with respective intensities ds ⊗ e−λrΠ(dr) ⊗ dν,




With these thinned Poisson random measures in hand, we may start to separate out
the different stochastic integrals in (2.5). We have that, for t ≥ 0,
















































































rN2(ds, dr, dν), (2.20)
where in the last equality we have used the easily derived fact that −
∫
(0,∞)(1 −
e−λr)rΠ(dr) = −α+ 2βλ−ψ′(λ). Recalling (2.13), the first line in the last equality of
(2.20) corresponds to the dynamics of a subcritical CSBP with branching mechanism
ψλ.
Inspecting the statement of Theorem 2.2.1, we see intuitively that in order to prove
this result, our job is to show that the integrals on the right-hand side of (2.20) driven
by N1 and N2, and the integral 2βλ
∫ t
0 Xs−ds can be identified with the mass that
immigrates off the skeleton.
2.4 λ-Skeleton: Proof of Theorem 2.2.1
We start by addressing the claim that (2.15) possesses a unique strong solution. There-
after we prove claims (i), (ii) and (iii) of the theorem in order.
We can identify the existence of any weak solution to (2.15) with initial value (Λ0, Z0) =
(x, n), x ≥ 0, n ∈ N0, by introducing additionally marked versions of the Poisson
random measures N1 and N2, as well as an additional Poisson random measure N∗.
We will insist that N1(ds, dr, dj,dω) has intensity ds ⊗ re−λrΠ(dr) ⊗ ](dj) ⊗ P(λ)r (dω)




r (dω) on [0,∞)2 × N0 × N0 × D([0,∞),R) and N∗(ds, dj,dω) has
intensity 2βds⊗ ](dj)⊗Q(λ)(dω) on [0,∞)×N0 ×D([0,∞),R), where P(λ)r is the law
of a ψλ-CSBP with initial value r ≥ 0 (formally speaking P
(λ)
0 is the law of the null
process) and Q(λ) is the associated excursion measure.
Our proposed solution to to (2.15) will be to first define (Zt, t ≥ 0) as the continuous-
time Galton–Watson process with branching rate ψ′(λ) and offspring distribution given
















t +Dt, t ≥ 0, (2.21)
where X(λ) is an autonomously independent copy of a ψλ-CSBP issued with initial
mass x and, given N1 and N2, Dt, t ≥ 0 is the uniquely identified (up to almost sure


































To see why this provides a weak solution to (2.15), we may appeal to the Martingale
representation of weak solutions (see Theorem 2.3 of [24]) and note that the pair (Λ, Z)
described above are Markovian and that its generator can be identified consistently
with the generator of the process associated to (2.15); that it to say, their common
generator is given by
Lf(x, n) = −ψ′(λ)x∂f
∂x



















+ βλn[f(x, n+ 1)− f(x, n)] + ψ(λ)
λ
n[f(x, n− 1)− f(x, n)] + 2βn∂f
∂x
(x, n),
for x ≥ 0, n ∈ N0, and for all non-negative, smooth and compactly supported functions
f . (Here, the penultimate term is understood to be zero when n = 0.)
Pathwise uniqueness is also relatively easy to establish. Indeed, suppose that Λ is the
first component of any path solution to (2.15) with driving source of randomness N0,
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N1, N2 and W and suppose that we write it in the form
Λt =: Λ0 +H(Λs, s < t) + It t ≥ 0,
where







































rN2(ds, dr, dk, dj) + 2β
∫ t
0
Zs−ds, t ≥ 0.
Recalling that the almost sure path of Z is uniquely defined by N2, it follows that, if







s , s < t)−H(Λ(2)s , s < t), t ≥ 0.
The reader will now note that the above equation is precisely the SDE one obtains when
looking at the path difference between two solutions of an SDE of the type given in
(2.5). Since there is pathwise uniqueness for (2.5), we easily conclude that Λ(1) = Λ(2)
almost surely.
Finally, taking account of the existence of a weak solution and pathwise uniqueness,
we may appeal to an appropriate version of the Yamada-Watanabe Theorem, see for
example Theorem 1.2 of [2], to deduce that (2.15) possesses a unique strong solution.
And since this holds for every fixed initial configuration x and n, it also holds when
the initial values are independently randomised.
(i) This claim requires an analytical verification and, in some sense, is similar in spirit
to the proof that, for t ≥ 0, Zt|Λt is Poisson distributed with rate λ∗Λt in the prolific
skeletal decomposition found in [4]. A fundamental difference here is that we work with
SDEs, and hence stochastic calculus, rather than integral equations for semigroups as
in [4] and, moreover, the parameter λ need not be the minimal value, λ∗, in its range.
Standard arguments show that the solution to (2.15) is a strong Markov process and
accordingly we write Px,n, x > 0, n ∈ N0 for its probabilities. Moreover, with an abuse








Define ft(η, θ) := Ex[e
−ηΛt−θZt ], x, θ, η, t ≥ 0, and let Ft := e−ηΛt−θZt , t ≥ 0. Using
Itô’s formula for semi-martingales, cf. Theorem 32 of [41], for t ≥ 0,













t + ∆Ft + ηFt−∆Λt + θFt−∆Zt.
(Here and throughout the remainder of this paper, for any stochastic process Y , we
use the notation that ∆Yt = Yt − Yt−.) As Z is a pure jump process, we have that
[Z,Z]ct = [Λ, Z]
c
t = 0. Taking advantage of the fact that
Ft = Ft−e
−η∆Λt−θ∆Zt ,
we may thus write in integral form
















e−η∆Λs−θ∆Zs − 1 + η∆Λs + θ∆Zs
}
,
where the sum is taken over the countable set of discontinuities of (Λ, Z). We can split
up the sum of discontinuities according to the Poisson random measure in (2.15) that is
responsible for the discontinuity. Hence, writing ∆(j), j = 0, 1, 2, to mean an increment
coming from each of the three Poisson random measures,

































(2)Λs−θ∆Zs − 1 + η∆(2)Λs + θ∆Zs
}
. (2.23)
Now, note that we can re-write the first element of the vectorial SDE (2.15) as




















Zs−ds, t ≥ 0,
where Mt is a zero-mean martingale corresponding to the integral in (2.15) with respect
to Ñ
0
. Therefore performing the necessary calculus in (2.23) for the integral with respect
to dΛt, we get that
































for t ≥ 0, is equal to a zero-mean martingale which is the sum of the previously
mentioned Mt, t ≥ 0, and the white noise integral. Taking expectations, we thus have












































Accumulating terms, we find that ft(η, θ) satisfies the following PDE
∂
∂t
ft(η, θ) = Aλ(η, θ)
∂
∂η




f0(η, θ) = e
−(η+λ(1−e−θ))x, (2.24)
where
Aλ(η, θ) = η(−ψ′(λ)− ηβ)−
∫ ∞
0
(e−ηr − 1 + ηr)e−λrΠ(dr)
















Standard theory for linear partial differential equation (2.24), see for example Chapter
3 (Theorem 2, p107) of [18] and references therein, tells us that it has a unique local
solution. Our aim now is to show that this solution is also represented by
Ex[e−(η+λ(1−e
−θ))Xt ] = e−ut(η+λ(1−e
−θ))x, x, t, θ, η ≥ 0, (2.25)
where we recall that X is the ψ-CSBP. To this end, let us define κ = η + λ(1 − e−θ)










See for example Exercise 12.2 in [25]. After a laborious amount of algebra one can
verify that −ψ(κ) = Aλ(η, θ) +λe−θBλ(η, θ) and hence we may develop the right hand
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side of (2.26) and write, for x, t, η, θ ≥ 0,
∂
∂t














Now we fix the initial value of (2.24) and (2.26) by choosing x = 1. Then local
uniqueness of the solution to (2.24) (or equivalently the local uniqueness of (2.26))
thus tells us that there exists t0 > 0 such that gt(η + λ(1 − e−θ)) = ft(η, θ) for all
η, θ ≥ 0 and t ∈ [0, t0].
In conclusion, now that we have proved that for t ∈ [0, t0]
E1[e−(η+λ(1−e
−θ))Xt ] = E1[e
−ηΛt−θZt ], θ, η ≥ 0, (2.27)
we can sequentially observe the following implications. Firstly, setting θ = 0 and η > 0,
we see that Λt under P1 has the same distribution as Xt under P1 for all t ∈ [0, t0].
Next, setting both η, θ > 0, we observe that, (Λt, Zt) under P1 has the same law as
(Xt, Po(λx)|x=Xt) under P1, where Po(λx) is an autonomously independent Poisson
random variable with rate λx. In particular, it follows that, for all t ∈ [0, t0], under
P1, the law of Zt given Λt is Po(λΛt).
To get a global result we first show that the previous conclusions hold for any initial
mass x > 0 on the time-interval [0, t0], then using Markov property, we extend the









































































































































on t ∈ [0, 2t0], and by iterating the previous argument we get equality for any t > 0.
Finally, on account of the fact that (Λt, Zt), t ≥ 0, is a joint Markovian pair, this now
global Poissonisation allows us to infer that Λt, t ≥ 0, is itself Markovian. Indeed, for







e−λΛtEx,n[h(Λs)]x=Λt = Ex[h(Λs)]x=Λt .
We may now conclude that for all t ≥ 0 and x > 0, under Px, Zt|FΛt is Po(λΛt)-
distributed as required.
(ii) We have seen that the pair ((Λt, Zt), t ≥ 0) is a Markov process for any initial
state (x, n) but, due to the dependence on Z, on its own (Λt, t ≥ 0) is not Markovian.
However considering (2.27) we see that after the Poissonisation of Z0, (Λt, t ≥ 0)
becomes a Markov process with semi-group that agrees with that of (Xt, t ≥ 0). On
account of the fact that X is the unique weak solution to (2.5), it automatically follows
that Λ also represents the unique weak solution to (2.5).
(iii) Since the event {Z0 = 0} implies the event {Zt = 0, t ≥ 0}, the system (2.15)
reduces to the SDE



















which has the exact form as the SDE describing the evolution of a CSBP with branching
mechanism ψλ. 
2.5 Exploration of subcritical CSBPs
The objective of this section is to give a heuristic description of how the notion of a
prolific skeleton emerges in the subcritical case and specifically why the structure of the
SDE (2.17) is meaningful in this respect. We need to be careful about what one means
by ‘prolific’ but nonetheless, the inspiration for a decomposition can be gleaned by
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examining in more detail the description of subcritical CSBPs through the exploration
process.
We assume throughout the conditions of Theorem 2.2.2. That is to say, X a (sub)critical
ψ-CSBP where ψ satisfies Grey’s condition (2.7). Let (ξt, t ≥ 0) be a spectrally positive
Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ. Using the classical work of [32, 33] (see also
[11, 31]) we can use generalised Ray–Knight-type theorems to construct X in terms of
the so-called height process associated to ξ. For convenience and to introduce more
notation, we give a brief overview here.
Denote by (ξ̂
(t)
r , 0 ≤ r ≤ t) the time reversed process at time t, that is ξ̂(t)r := ξt−ξ(t−r)−,
and let Ŝ
(t)
r := sups≤r ξ̂
(t)
s . We define Ht as the local time at level 0, at time t of the
process Ŝ(t) − ξ̂(t). Because the reversed process has a different point from which is
reversed at each time, the process H does not behave in a monotone way. The process
(Ht, t ≥ 0) is called the ψ-height process, which, under assumption (2.7), is continuous.
There exists a notion of local time up to time t of H at level a ≥ 0, henceforth denoted
by Lat . Specifically, the family (L
a





g(a)Lat da t ≥ 0,
where g is a non-negative measurable function.
For x > 0 let Tx := inf{t ≥ 0, ξt = −x}. Then the generalised Ray-Knight theorem for
the ψ-CSBP process states that (LaTx , a ≥ 0) has a càdlàg modification for which
(LtTx , t ≥ 0)
d
= (X,Px),
that is, the two processes are equal in law.
The height process also codes the genealogy of the ψ-CSBP. It can be shown that the
excursions of H from 0 form a time-homogeneous Poisson point process of excursions
with respect to local time at 0. We shall use n to denote its intensity measure. If
X0 = x, then the total amount of local time of H accumulated at zero is x. Each
excursion codes a real tree (see [11] for a precise meaning) such that the excursion that
occurs after u ≤ x units of local time can be thought of as the descendants of the ‘u-
th’ individual in the initial population. Here we are interested in the genealogy of the
conditioned process and what we will call the embedded ‘T -prolific’ tree, that is the tree
of the individuals that survive up to time T . Conditioning the process on survival up
to time T corresponds to conditioning the height process to have at least one excursion
above level T . (We have the slightly confusing, but nonetheless standard, notational
anomaly that a spatial height for an excursion corresponds to the spatial height in the
tree that it codes, but that this may also be seen as a time into the forward evolution
of the tree.) Let nT denote the conditional probability n(·| sups≥0 εs ≥ T ) where ε is
a canonical excursion of H under n. Let (ZTt , t ≥ 0) be the process that counts the
number of excursions above level t that hit level T within the excursion ε. Duquesne
and Le Gall in [11] describe the distribution of ZT under nT and prove the following.
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Theorem 2.5.1. Under nT the process (Z
T
t , 0 ≤ t<T ) is a time-inhomogeneous Markov





















In essence, the second part of the above theorem shows that ZT has the branching prop-
erty. However, temporal inhomogeneity means that it is a time-dependent continuous-
time Galton–Watson process. In [11] it is moreover shown that, conditionally on Ltσ
under nT , where σ is the length of the excursion ε, Z
T
t is Poisson distributed with
intensity uT−t(∞)Ltσ. Thinking of Ltσ as the mass at time t in the tree of descendants
of the prolific individual in the initial population that the excursion codes, we thus
have a Poisson embedding of the number of prolific descendants of that one individual
within the excursion.
The time-dependent continuous-time Galton–Watson process in the theorem can also
be characterised as follows. At time 0 we start with one individual. Then the law of
the first branching time, γT , is given by





, t ∈ [0, T ), (2.28)






γT |γT = t
]
= 1+
ψ((1− r)uT−t(∞))− (1− r)uT−t(∞)ψ′(uT−t(∞))
uT−t(∞)ψ′(uT−t(∞))− ψ(uT−t(∞))
, r ∈ [0, 1].
The offspring distribution when a split occurs at height t in the excursion (equivalently
time t in the underlying genealogical tree), say (pT−tk , k ≥ 0), is explicitly given by the
following. We have pT−t0 = p
T−t














Using (2.28) we can compute the rate of branching at any height t in the excursion.
First it is not hard to see that
nT (γT > t+ s|γT > t) = nT−t(γT > s), 0 ≤ t+ s < T.
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Hence, the rate is
d
ds
nT−t(γT > s)|s=0 =
uT−t(∞)ψ′(uT−t(∞))− ψ(uT−t(∞))
uT−t(∞)
, t ∈ [0, T ).
Again thinking of Ltσ, t<T as the mass of the tree coded by the excursion, and noting
that not all of this mass is prolific, we would like to characterise the non-T -prolific mass
that has ‘immigrated’ along the path of the prolific tree. We expect this to be a CSBP
conditioned to die before time T . Using (2.1), we know that the probability that the
process dies up to time T is given by:
P [XT = 0|Ft] = e−XtuT−t(∞),
where we assume Grey’s condition (2.7) to ensure that the above conditioning makes
sense. A simple application of the Markov property tells us that the law of X condi-








, t ≥ 0, x > 0. (2.30)
Indeed, using the semigroup property of ut, t ≥ 0, it is not hard to verify that the right-
hand side above is a martingale. We would like to understand how to characterise the
evolution of the process (X,PTx ), x > 0, a little better as the change of measure is time
inhomogeneous.
To this end, we again appeal to Itô’s formula. Denote v(t) := uT−t(∞), then for non-
negative, twice differentiable and compactly supported functions f , after a routine,









− f(Xs)v′(s)− αv(s)f(Xs) + αf ′(Xs)

























− f(Xs)v′(s)− αv(s)f(Xs) + αf ′(Xs)







e−(Xs+y)v(s)f(Xs + y)− e−Xsv(s)f(Xs)







Gathering terms, making use of the expression for ψ in (2.3) and that
− ∂
∂s
uT−s(∞) + ψ(uT−s(∞)) = 0
we have, for t ≥ 0 and x > 0, the Dynkin formula






















where the infinitesimal generator is given by




(f(x+ y)− f(x)− yf ′(x))e−uT−t(∞)yΠ(dy). (2.31)
For comparison, consider the generator of a CSBP with Esscher transformed branching
mechanism ψλ, which is given by
Lλf(x) = ψ′(λ)xf ′(x) + βxf ′′(x) + x
∫ ∞
0
(f(x+ y)− f(x)− yf ′(x))e−λyΠ(dy) (2.32)
for suitably smooth and integrable functions f . Recall that the CSBP with generator
(2.32) is subcritical providing ψ′(λ) > 0 and, taking account of (2.4), the greater this
value, the ‘more subcritical’ it becomes. It appears that L̂T−t has the form of an Esscher
transformed branching mechanism based on ψ where the parameter shift is controlled
by uT−t(∞), which explodes as t→ T . Said another way, if we define V Tt (θ), 0 ≤ t < T ,
x, θ ≥ 0 as the exponent satisfying





V Tt (θ) = ut(θ + uT−t(∞))− uT (∞). (2.33)
Recalling that we are assuming Grey’s condition (2.7) for a (sub)critical process, we
note from (2.1) that
lim
T→∞
uT (∞) = 0.
In that case, the density in (2.30) tends to unity as T →∞.
We conclude this section by returning to Theorem 2.2.2. The discussion in this section
shows that in the (sub)critical case, the components of the SDE (2.17) mimic precisely
the description of the T -skeleton in the previous section. In particular, the first three
integrals in (2.17) indicate that once mass is created in the SDE, it evolves as a time-
dependent CSBP with generator L̂T−t. Moreover, the evolution of the skeleton ZT as
described in (2.17), matches precisely the dynamics of the T -prolific skeleton described
in the previous section (for which we pre-emptively used the same notation), which is
a time-dependent continuous-time Galton–Watson process. Indeed, the branching rate
and the time-dependent offspring distribution of both match.
It is important to note that even though the time-dependent T -prolific skeleton is in-
spired by the height process, the description does not require ψ to be a (sub)critical
branching mechanism. Indeed, only requiring Grey’s condition to be satisfied ensures
that the branching rate and offspring distribution of this section are well defined. Sim-
ilarly, we can apply the change of measure in (2.30) for any CSBP satisfying (2.7), and
get a time-dependent CSBP with generator L̂T−t. Although the results of Theorem
2.2.2 were motived by Duquesne and Le Gall [11], we can see that the theorem can be
stated in a more general setting, and thus extends the existing family of finite-horizon
decompositions for CSBPs.
2.6 Finite-time horizon Skeleton: Proof of Theorem 2.2.2
Now that we understand that the mathematical structure of (2.17) is little more than
a time-dependent version of (2.15), the reader will not be surprised by the claim that
the proof of strong uniqueness to (2.17) as well as parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2.1
pass through almost verbatim, albeit needing some minor adjustments for additional
time derivatives of uT−t(∞), which plays the role of λ. To avoid repetition, we simply
leave the proof of these two parts as an exercise for the reader.
On the event {Z0 = 0}, which is concurrent with the event {Zt = 0, 0 ≤ t < T} close
inspection of (2.17) allows us to note that Λ is generated by an SDE with time-varying
coefficients. Indeed, standard arguments show that conditional on {Z0 = 0}, Λ is a
time inhomogeneous Markov processes.
Suppose that we write PTx,n, x ≥ 0, n ∈ N0 for the law of the Markov probabilities
corresponding to the solution of (2.17). Moreover, we will again abuse this notation in
the spirit of (2.22) and write PTx , x ≥ 0, when ZT0 is randomised to be an independent
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Poisson random variable with rate uT (∞)x. We can use part (i) and (ii) of Theorem
2.2.2, together with (2.30) to deduce that
ETx
[





e−ηΛt , Z0 = 0
]




e−ηΛt , Zt = 0
]










This tells us that the semigroups of Λ conditional on {Z0 = 0} and X conditional to
become extinct by time T agree. Part (iii) of Theorem 2.2.2 is thus proved. 
2.7 Thinning the skeleton to a spine: Proof of Theorem
2.2.3
The aim of this section is to recover the unique solution to (2.10) as a weak limit of
(2.17) in the sense of Skorokhod convergence. To this end, we assume throughout the
conditions of Theorem 2.2.3, in particular that ψ is a critical or subcritical branching
mechanism and Grey’s condition (2.7) holds.
There are three main reasons why we should expect this result and these three reasons
pertain to the three structural features of the skeleton decomposition: The feature of
Poisson embedding, the Galton–Watson skeleton and the branching immigration from
the skeleton with an Esscher transformed branching mechanism. Let us dwell briefly
on these heuristics.
First, let us consider the behaviour of the skeleton (ZTt , t < T ) as T → ∞. As we are
assuming that ψ is a (sub)critical branching mechanism, it holds that limT→∞ uT (∞) =
0 as T → ∞. Thus, recalling that ZT0 ∼ Po(uT (∞)x), i.e. independent and Poisson
distributed with parameter uT (∞)x, and hence conditioning on survival to time T in









, k ≥ 1. (2.35)
We thus see that the probabilities (2.35) all tend to zero unless k = 1 in which case
the limit is unity. Moreover, Theorem 2.2.2 (ii) and (iii) imply that the law of (ΛTt , 0 ≤
t < T ) conditional on (FΛTt ∩ {ZT0 ≥ 1}, 0 ≤ t < T ) corresponds to the law of the
ψ-CSBP, X, conditioned to survive until time T . Intuitively, then, one is compelled to
believe that, in law, there is asymptotically a single skeletal contribution to the law of
X conditioned to survive.
Second, considering (2.28), it follows from l’Hospital’s rule that the rate at which
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as T →∞. What we are thus observing is a thinning, in the weak sense, of the skeleton
in terms of the number of branching events.
Thirdly, we consider the mass that immigrates from the skeleton. For a fixed T , it
evolves as a ψ-CSBP conditioned to die before time T . We recall that conditioning to
die before time T is tantamount to the change of measure given in (2.30). It is easy to
see that as T →∞, the density in this change of measure converges to unity and hence
immigrating mass, in the weak limit, should have the evolution of a ψ-CSBP.
With all this evidence in hand, Theorem 2.2.3 should now take on a natural meaning.
We give its proof below.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.3. According to Theorem 2.5 on p.167 of [17, Chapter 4], if E is
a locally compact and separable metric space, PT := (PTt , t ≥ 0), T > 0, is a sequence
of Feller semigroups on C0(E) (the space of continuous functions on E vanishing at∞,
endowed with the supremum norm), P := (Pt, t ≥ 0) is a Feller semigroup on C0(E)
such that, for f ∈ C0(E), with respect to the supremum norm on the space C0(E),
lim
T→∞
PTt f = Ptf, t ≥ 0, (2.36)
and moreover, (νT , T > 0) is a sequence of Borel probability measures on E such
that limT→∞ ν
T = ν weakly for some probability measure ν then, with respect to the
Skorokhod topology on D([0,∞), E), ΞT converges weakly to Ξ, where (ΞT , T > 0) are
the strong Markov processes associated to (PT , T > 0) with initial law (νT , T > 0) and
Ξ is the strong Markov processes associated to P with initial law ν, respectively.
Note that such weak convergence results would normally require a tightness criterion,
however, having the luxury of (2.36), where P is a Feller semigroup, removes this
condition and this will be the setting in which we are able to apply the conclusion of
the previous paragraph.
Fix t0 > 0. We want to prove the weak convergence result in the finite time window
[0, t0]. In order to introduce the role of PT , T > 0, in our setting, we will abuse
yet further previous notation and define PTx,n,s, x ≥ 0, n ≥ 0, s ∈ [0, t0] to be the
Markov probabilities associated to the three-dimensional process (Λt, Zt, τt), 0 ≤ t ≤ t0,
whenever t0 < T , where (Λt, Zt), 0 ≤ t ≤ t0 is the weak solution to (2.17), and τt := t,
0 ≤ t ≤ t0. Consistently with previous related notation, we have PTx,n,0 = PTx,n, x ≥ 0,
n ≥ 0, Now define the associated time-dependent semigroup for the three-dimensional
process, for t ≥ 0 and f ∈ C0([0,∞)×N0× [0,∞)), such that PTt [f ](x, n, s) = f(x, n, s)
when T ≤ t0, and when T > t0 we have
PTt [f ](x, n, s) := E
T [f(Λ(t∨s)∧t0 , Z(t∨s)∧t0 , τ(t∨s)∧t0)|Λs = x, Zs = n, τs = s]
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for (x, n, s) ∈ [0,∞)×N0× [0, t0], and PTt [f ](x, n, s) := f(x, n, s) for (x, n, s) ∈ [0,∞)×
N0 × (t0,∞). We take PT = PT . In order to verify the Feller property of PTt [f ](x, n, s)
we need to check two things (cf. Proposition 2.4 in Chapter III of [42]):
(i) For each t ≥ 0, the function (x, n, s) 7→ PTt [f ](x, n, s) belongs to C0([0,∞)×N0×
[0,∞)), for any f in that space.
(ii) For all f ∈ C0([0,∞)×N0 × [0,∞)) and for each (x, n, s) ∈ [0,∞)×N0 × [0,∞),
we have limt↓s P
T
t [f ](x, n, s) = f(x, n, s).
Note that when T ≤ t0, or s ≥ t0, or t ≤ s ≤ t0, we have PTt [f ](x, n, s) = f(x, n, s).
Since f ∈ C0([0,∞)×N0× [0,∞)), both (i) and (ii) are trivially satisfied. We can also
notice that the case when T > t0, s ≤ t0 and t ≥ t0 reduces to the case of t = t0, hence
in order to show the Feller property of PTt [f ](x, n, s) we can restrict ourselves to the
case of s ≤ t ≤ t0 < T .
By denseness of the sub-algebra generated by exponential functions (according to the
uniform topology) in C0([0,∞)× N0 × [0,∞)), it suffices to check, for (i), that




, s ≤ t ≤ t0 < T, (2.37)







= e−γx−θn−ϕs, s ≤ t ≤ t0 < T. (2.38)









e−ϕt, s ≤ t ≤ t0 < T. (2.39)
In order to evaluate expectation on the right-hand side above, we want to work with
an appropriate representation of the unique weak solution to (2.17). We shall do so
by following the example of how the weak solution to (2.15) was identified in the form
(2.21). As before, we need to introduce additionally marked versions of the Poisson
random measures N1T and N
2
T , as well as an additional Poisson random measure N
∗
T . We
will insist that Poisson random measure N1T (ds, dr, dj,dω) on [0, T ) × [0,∞) × N0 ×
D([0,∞),R) has intensity ds⊗ re−uT−s(∞)rΠ(dr)⊗ ](dj)⊗ PT−sr (dω), Poisson random
measure N2T (ds, dr, dk,dj,dω) on [0, T )× [0,∞)× N0 × N× D([0,∞),R) has intensity
qT−sds⊗ ηT−sk (dr)⊗ p
T−s
k ](dk)⊗ ](dj)⊗ P
T−s
r (dω)
and Poisson random measure N∗T (ds, dj,dω) has intensity 2βds⊗ ](dj)⊗QT−s(dω) on
[0, T )×N0 ×D([0,∞),R), where QT is the excursion measure associated to PTr , r ≥ 0,
satisfying
QT (1− e−γωt) = V Tt (γ), γ > 0, (2.40)
for 0 ≤ t < T , where V Tt was defined in (2.33). To recall some of the notation used in
these rates, see (2.16) and (2.18).
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If the pair (Λ, Z) has law PTx,n, then we can write
Λt = Xt +Dt, t < T, (2.41)
where X is autonomously independent with law PTx and, given N2, D is the uniquely





































where Z0 = n. The verification of this claim follows almost verbatim the same as
for (2.15) albeit with obvious change to take account of the time-varying rates. We
therefore omit the proof and leave it as an exercise for the reader.
With the representation (2.41), as Z is piecewise constant, we can condition on the
sigma-algebra generated by N2T and show, using Campbell’s formula in between the


















V Tt (γ) := ut(γ + uT−t(∞))− uT (∞), 0 ≤ t < T,
and, for λ, z ≥ 0,




Given the identities (2.39) and (2.42), the two required verifications in (2.37) and (2.38)
follow easily as direct consequence of continuity and bounded convergence in (2.42).
The target semigroup P on f ∈ C0([0,∞)×N0× [0,∞)) is defined as follows. For fixed
n ∈ N0, x ≥ 0, let P(n)x be the law of the homogeneous Markov process described by
the weak solution to























rN (∗,n)(ds, dr) + 2nβt, t ≥ 0,
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with W,N and N (∗,n) is a Poisson random measure on [0,∞)2 × D([0,∞),R) with
intensity measure nds⊗rΠ(dr)⊗Pr(dω). Note, we have at no detriment to consistency






t [f ](x, n, s) := E
(n)[f(X(t∨s)∧t0 , n, τ(t∨s)∧t0)|Xs = x, τs = s],
for (x, n, s) ∈ [0,∞) × N0 × [0, t0], and P↑t [f ](x, n, s) := f(x, n, s) otherwise. Here
f ∈ C0([0,∞) × N0 × [0,∞)), and τt = t, as above. Notice (X,P(n)x ) is a branching




0 φ0(ut−v(γ))dv, γ ≥ 0.
From this, it is easily seen that P↑t is Feller as well.
Lastly, for each T ≥ 0 we take νT the measure on [0,∞) × N0 × [0,∞) given for each




n δn(·). Recall from (2.35) that πT,x
converges weakly, as T → ∞, to the measure δ1(·) on N0, hence νT converges weakly
to ν := δx ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ0. Thus, in order to invoke Theorem 2.5 in [17, Chapter 4], we just
need to check the analogue of (2.36) in our setting.
To this end, notice first that we can restrict ourselves to 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ t0, since when
s > t0, P
↑
t [f ](x, n, s) = P
T
t [f ](x, n, s) by definition, and the case when 0 ≤ s ≤ t0 ≤ t
reduces to the case when t = t0. Then note from (2.18) that q
T → 0 as T → ∞, and
this yields that, under PT0,n, process Z converge in probability uniformly on [0, t], as
T → ∞ (cf. Theorem 6.1, Chapter 1, p28 of [17]) to the constant process Zs ≡ n,
s ≤ t. Referring back to (2.42), the continuity in T of the deterministic quantities as
they appear on the right-hand side and the previously mentioned uniform convergence
of (Z,PT0,n) together imply that, for x ≥ 0, 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ t0, n ∈ N0,
lim
T→∞












fγ,θ,ϕ(x, n, s) := e
−γx−θn−ϕs, γ, θ, ϕ, x, s ≥ 0, n ∈ N0.
To conclude, it is thus enough to prove that this convergence holds uniformly in x ≥
0, 0 ≤ s ≤ t, n ∈ N0, where t ≤ t0. Consider fixed R > 0 and N ∈ N. Since V Tt (γ)
defined above is nonnegative and, for each n ∈ N0, Zt ≥ Z0 = n, t ≥ 0, a.s. under
PT0,n, for all T > 0, using the triangle inequality, we have
sup
x≥0,s≤t,n∈N0
|PTt [fγ,θ,ϕ](x, n, s)− P
↑
t [fγ,θ,ϕ](x, n, s)| ≤ AR(T ) +AR(T ) +BN (T ) +BN
where we have set:


































and BN = 2e−θN . Firstly, it is not hard to see that
AR(T ) ≤ sup
s≤t
R|V T−st−s (γ)− ut−s(γ)| = R sup
s≤t
|ut−s(γ+ uT−t(∞))− uT−s(∞)− ut−s(γ)|.




′(ur(θ))dr (see (12.12) in [25, Chapter 12]) and the
fact that ψ′(θ) ≥ 0 allows us to estimate |ut−s(γ + uT−t(∞)) − ut−s(γ)| by uT−t(∞).
Recalling that uT (∞)→ 0 as T →∞, it follows that AR(T ) tends to 0 as T →∞, for
each R > 0. Next, since (s, γ) 7→ us(γ) is increasing in γ and decreasing in s, we have
V T−st−s (γ) ≥ ut−s(γ + uT−t(∞))− uT−t(∞) ≥ inf
λ≤uT−t(∞)
ut(γ + λ)− λ,
which, for T sufficiently large, using again that uT (∞)→ 0 as T →∞, is bounded from
below by ut(γ)/2 > 0. Fix ε > 0. Choosing R > 0 such that e




AR(T ) ≤ ε.
With regard to the term BN (T ), we have



























































































and hence goes to 0 for each N as T →∞. On the other hand, as a function of (Zs, s ≤
t), the expression inside the expectation in the second term of (2.43) is bounded and
continuous with respect to the Skorokhod topology (recall that Skorokhod continuity is
preserved for Z under the operation of supremum over finite time horizons). Moreover,
it vanishes when Zs ≡ n, 0 ≤ s ≤ t. This implies that this term goes to 0 as well.
Finally, the expression whose absolute value we take in the the third term of (2.43)
is bounded by 1, and vanishes unless Z jumps at least once on [0, s]. This shows
that the last term is bounded by maxn≤N sups≤t P
T−s
0,n (supw≤t ∆Zw > 0), which goes
to 0 when T → ∞. Note that for all three terms in (2.43), we are using the fact
that, if g(T ) ≥ 0 is continuous in T and limT→∞ g(T ) = 0, then, for each ε > 0, and
0 < t ≤ t0, by choosing T sufficiently large, we have sups≤t g(T − s) < ε. That is to
say, limT→∞ sups≤t g(T − s) = 0.






|PTt [fγ,θ,ϕ](x, n, s)− P
↑
t [fγ,θ,ϕ](x, n, s)| ≤ 2ε.
Since ε was arbitrary this shows the convergence of the semigroups (2.36) in our set-
ting which, together with the weak convergence of the initial configurations, gives the
weak convergence of the associated processes on [0, t0]. And since t0 > 0 was chosen
arbitrarily, this also completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.3.
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Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have considered various skeletal decompositions of CSBPs, including
a parametric family of decompositions for supercritical CSBPs, and finite-time horizon
decompositions for CSBPs that satisfy Grey’s condition. We have developed a (coupled)
SDE approach that allowed us to put these decompositions into a common framework.
The second co-ordinate of the coupled SDE describes the skeleton process, and the
first co-ordinate gives the total mass in the system, while the structure of the SDE
also reveals how this mass is immigrated off the skeleton. We have shown that upon
projecting onto the appropriate filtration, the total mass is equal in law to the original
CSBP.
In the finite time-horizon case we have used the SDE representation to observe what
happens with the skeletal decomposition of a (sub)critical CSBP as we condition on
survival up to larger and larger times. By doing so we have linked two well knows
decompositions of (sub)critical CSBP, namely the skeletal decomposition and the so-
called spine decomposition, which emerges when the CSBP is conditioned to survive
eternally.
In the next chapter, in order the show the robustness of this method, we extend the
SDE approach to the spatial setting of superprocesses.
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Abstract
It is well understood that a supercritical superprocess is equal in law to a discrete
Markov branching process whose genealogy is dressed in a Poissonian way with im-
migration which initiates subcritial superprocesses. The Markov branching process
corresponds to the genealogical description of prolific individuals, that is individuals
who produce eternal genealogical lines of decent, and is often referred to as the skeleton
or backbone of the original superprocess. The Poissonian dressing along the skeleton
may be considered to be the remaining non-prolific genealogical mass in the superpro-
cess. Such skeletal decompositions are equally well understood for continuous-state
branching processes (CSBP).
In a previous article we developed an SDE approach to study the skeletal representation
of CSBPs, which provided a common framework for the skeletal decompositions of
supercritical and (sub)critical CSBPs. It also helped us to understand how the skeleton
thins down onto one infinite line of descent when conditioning on survival until larger
and larger times, and eventually forever.
Here our main motivation is to show the robustness of the SDE approach by expanding
it to the spatial setting of superprocesses. The current article only considers supercrit-
ical superprocesses, leaving the subcritical case open.
3.1 Introduction
In this paper we revisit the notion of the so-called skeletal decomposition of superpro-
cesses. It is well-known that when the survival probability is not 0 or 1, then non-trivial
infinite genealogical lines of descent, which we call prolific, can be identified on the event
1Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Bath, Claverton Down, Bath, BA2 7AY,
United Kingdom. Email: d.fekete@bath.ac.uk, a.kyprianou@bath.ac.uk
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of survival. By now it is also well understood that the process itself can be decomposed
along its prolific genealogies, where non-prolific mass is immigrated in a Poissonian way
along the stochastically ‘thinner’ prolific skeleton. This fundamental phenomenon was
first studied by Evans and O’Connell [14] for superprocesses with quadratic branch-
ing mechanism. They showed that the distribution of the superprocess at time t ≥ 0
can be written as the sum of two independent processes. The first is a copy of the
original process conditioned on extinction, while the second process is understood as
the superposition of mass that has immigrated continuously along the trajectories of a
dyadic branching particle diffusion, which is initiated from a Poisson number of parti-
cles. This distributional decomposition was later extended to the spatially dependent
case by Engländer and Pinsky [10].
A pathwise decomposition for superprocesses with general branching mechanism was
provided by Berestycki et al. [2]. Here the role of the skeleton is played by a branch-
ing particle diffusion that has the same motion generator as the superprocess, and the
immigration is governed by three independent Poisson point processes. The first one
results in what we call continuous immigration along the skeleton, where the so-called
excursion measure plays the central role, and it assigns zero initial mass to the immi-
gration process. The second point process discontinuously grafts independent copies of
the original process conditioned on extinction on to the path of the skeleton. Finally,
additional copies of the original process conditioned on extinction are immigrated off
the skeleton at its branch points, where the initial mass of the immigrant depends on
the number of offspring at the branch point. The spatially dependent version of this
decomposition was considered in [22] and [9].
Other examples of skeletal decompositions for superprocesses include [33, 11, 23, 28, 16].
In a previous article [15] we developed a stochastic differential equation (SDE) approach
to study the skeletal decomposition of continuous state branching processes (CSBPs).
These decompositions were by no means new; prolific genealogies for both supercritical
and subcritical CSBPs had been described, albeit in the latter case we have to be
careful what we mean by ‘prolific’. In particular, in [3], [5] and [23] specifically CSBPs
were considered, but since the total mass process of a superprocess with spatially
independent branching mechanism is a CSBP, skeletal decompositions for CSBPs also
appear as a special case of some of the previously mentioned results.
The results in [15] were motivated by the work of Duquesne and Winkel [5], and
Duquesne and Le Gall [4]. Duquesne and Winkel, in the context of Lévy trees, provided
a parametric family of decompositions for finite-mean supercritical CSBPs that satisfy
Grey’s condition. They showed that one can find a decomposition of the CSBP for a
whole family of embedded skeletons, where the ’thinnest’ one is the prolific skeleton
with all the infinite genealogical lines of descent, while the other embedded skeletons
not only contain the infinite genealogies, but also some finite ones grafted on to the
prolific tree. On the other hand, Duquesne and Le Gall studied subcritical CSBPs, and
using the height process gave a description of those genealogies who survive until some
fixed time T > 0. It is well known that a subcritical CSBP goes extinct almost surely,
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thus prolific individuals, in the classic sense, do not exist in the population. But since
it is possible that the process survives until some fixed time T , individuals who have
at least one descendent at time T can be found with positive probability. We call these
individuals T -prolific.
The SDE approach provides a common framework for the parametric family of decom-
positions of Duquesne and Winkel, as well as for the time-inhomogeneous decompo-
sitions we get, when we decompose the process along its T -prolific genealogies. We
note that these finite-horizon decompositions exist for both supercritical and subcriti-
cal process. In the subcritical case the SDE representation can be used to observe the
behaviour of the system when we condition on survival up to time T , then take T to
infinity. Conditioning a subcritical CSBP to survive eternally results in what is known
as a spine decomposition, where independent copies of the original process are grafted
on to one infinite line of descent, that we call the spine (for more details, we refer the
reader to [32, 24, 25, 17, 1]). And indeed, in [15] we see how the skeletal representation
becomes, in the sense of weak convergence, a spinal decomposition when conditioning
on survival, and in particular how the skeleton thins down to become the spine as
T →∞.
In this paper our objective is to demonstrate the robustness of this aforementioned
method by expanding the SDE approach to the spatial setting of superprocesses. We
consider supercritical superprocesses with space dependent branching mechanism, but
in future work we hope to extend results to the time-inhomogeneous case of subcritical
processes.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the remainder of this section we
introduce our model and fix some notation. Then in Section 3.2 we remind the reader of
some key existing results relevant to the subsequent exposition, in particular we recall
the details of the skeletal decomposition of superprocesses with spatially dependent
branching mechanism, as appeared in [22] and [9]. The main result of the paper is
stated in Section 3.3, where we reformulate the result of Section 3.2 by writing down a
coupled SDE, whose second coordinate corresponds to the skeletal process, while the
first coordinate describes the evolution of the total mass in system. Finally, in Section
3.4 we give the proof of our results.
Superprocess. Let E be a domain of Rd, and denote byM(E) the space of finite Borel
measures on E. Furthermore let M(E)◦ :=M(E) \ {0}, where 0 is the null measure.
We are interested in a strong Markov process X on E taking values in M(E). The
process is characterised by two quantities P and ψ. Here (Pt)t≥0 is the semigroup of
an Rd-valued diffusion killed on exiting E, and ψ is the so-called branching mechanism.
The latter takes the form




e−zu − 1 + zu
)
m(x, du), x ∈ E, z ≥ 0, (3.1)
where α and β ≥ 0 are bounded measurable mappings from E to R and [0,∞) respec-
tively, and (u ∧ u2)m(x,du) is a bounded kernel from E to (0,∞).
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where a : E → Rd×d is the diffusion matrix that takes values in the set of symmetric,
positive definite matrices, and b : E → Rd is the drift term.
Then the one-dimensional distributions of X can be characterised as follows. For
all µ ∈ M(E) and f ∈ B+(E), where B+(E) denotes the non-negative measurable












, t ≥ 0,
where uf (x, t) is the unique non-negative, locally bounded solution to the integral
equation
uf (x, t) = Pt[f ](x)−
∫ t
0
ds · Ps[ψ(·, uf (·, t− s))](x), x ∈ E, t ≥ 0. (3.3)




f(x)µ(dx), µ ∈M(E), f ∈ B+(E).
For each µ ∈ M(E) we denote by Pµ the law of the process X issued from X0 = µ.
The process (X,Pµ) is called a (P, ψ)-superprocess.
For more details on the above see Fitzsimmons [18]; for a general overview on super-
processes we refer the reader to the books of Dynkin [6, 7], Etheridge [12], Le Gall [26]
and Li [27].
Next, we recall the SDE representation of (X,Pµ) (for more details see Chapter 7 of
[27]). To this end let us first define H(x, dν) as the natural extension of m from (0,∞)
to M(E)◦. More precisely H is concentrated on measures of the form {uδx} and it





(ν(1) ∧ ν(1)2)H(x, dν) <∞.
Let C0(E)
+ denote the space of non-negative continuous functions on E vanishing at in-
finity. We assume that α and β are continuous, furthermore x 7→ (ν(1)∧ν(1)2)H(x,dν)













where ∆Xs = Xs − Xs−, and let N̂(ds, dν) denote the predictable compensator of





If we denote the compensated measure by Ñ(ds, dν), then for any f ∈ D0(L) (the set
of functions in C0(E) that are also in the domain of L) we have







Xs(Lf + αf)ds, t ≥ 0, (3.4)
where t 7→ M ct (f) is a continuous local martingale with quadratic variation
2Xt−(βf
2)dt and





ν(f)Ñ(ds, dν), t ≥ 0,
is a purely discontinuous local martingale.
The representation (3.4) is what we will use in Section 3.3 when developing the SDE
approach to the skeletal decomposition of (X,Pµ). However before we could proceed
with this line of analysis, we first need to recall the details of this skeletal decomposition,
as it not only motivates our results, but also proves to be helpful in understanding the
structure of our SDE.
3.2 Skeletal decomposition
Recall, that the main idea behind the skeletal decomposition is that under certain
conditions we can identify prolific genealogies in the population, and by immigrating
non-prolific mass along the trajectories of these prolific genealogies we can recover the
law of the original superprocess. The infinite genealogies are described by a Markov
branching process whose initial state is given by a Poisson random measure, while
traditionally the immigrants are independent copies of the original process conditioned
to become extinct.
In this section we first characterise the two components, then explain how to construct
the skeletal decomposition from these building blocks. The results of this section are
lifted from [22] and [9].
As we have mentioned the skeleton is often constructed using the event of extinction,
that is the event Efin = {〈1, Xt〉 = 0 for some t > 0}. This guides the skeleton particles
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into regions where the survival probability is high. If we write w(x) = − logPδx(Efin),















In [9] the authors point out that in order to construct a skeletal decomposition
along those genealogies that avoid the behaviour specified by w (in this case ‘extinc-





. In particular, a skeletal decomposition is given for any choice of
a martingale function w which satisfies the following conditions.





= e−〈w,µ〉 for all µ ∈ Mc(E), t ≥ 0. (Here Mc(E) denotes the set
of finite, compactly supported measures on E).
The condition w(x) > 0 implicitly hides the notion of supercriticality, as it ensures
that survival happens with positive probability. Note however that ‘survival’ can be
interpreted in many different ways. For example, the choice of Efin results in skeleton
particles that are simply part of some infinite genealogical line of descent, but we could
also define surviving genealogies as those who visit a compact domain in E infinitely
often.
Remark 3.1. Note, that the authors in [22] and [9] show the existence of the skeletal
decomposition under a slightly more general setup, where w is only locally bounded from
above. Our SDE approach however forces us to be a bit more restrictive, and assume
global boundedness.
For reasons that will become apparent in the next section we make the additional
assumption that w is in the domain of the generator L.
Skeleton. First we identify the branching particle system that takes the role of the
skeleton in the decomposition of the superprocess. In general, a Markov branching
process Z = (Zt, t ≥ 0) takes values in Ma(E) (the set of finite, atomic measures in
E), and it can be characterised by the pair (P, F ), where P is the semigroup of a
diffusion and F is the branching generator which takes the form




n − s), x ∈ E, s ∈ [0, 1].
Here q is a bounded, measurable mapping from E to [0,∞), and {pn(x), n ≥ 0}, x ∈ E
are measurable sequences of probability distributions. For ν ∈ Ma(E) we denote the
law of the process Z issued from ν by Pν . Then we can describe (Z,Pν) as follows.
We start with initial state Z0 = ν. Particles move according to P, and at a spatially
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dependent rate q(x)dt a particle is killed and is replaced by n offspring with probability
pn(x). The offspring particles then behave independently and according to the same
law as their parent.
In order to specify the parameters of Z we first need to introduce some notation. Let
ξ = (ξt, t ≥ 0) be the diffusion process on E ∪ {†} (the one-point compactification of
E with a cemetery state) corresponding to P, and let us denote its probabilities by
{Πx, x ∈ E}. (Note that the previously defined martingale function w can be extended












, t ≥ 0,
is a positive local martingale, and hence a supermartingale. (To see why this is true
we refer the reader to the discussion in Section 2.1.1. of [9]). Now let τE = inf{t > 0 :

















, on {t < τE}, x ∈ E, (3.5)
which uniquely determines a family of (sub)probability measures {Πwx , x ∈ E} (see for
example [13]).
If we denote by Pw the semigroup of the E∪{†} valued process whose probabilities are
{Πw, x ∈ E}, then it can be shown that the generator corresponding to Pw is given by
Lw := Lw0 − w−1Lw = Lw0 − w−1ψ(·, w),
where Lw0 u = w−1L(wu) whenever u is in the domain of L. Note that Lw is also
called an h-transform of the generator L with h = w. The theory of h-transforms for
measure-valued diffusions was developed in [10].
Intuitively if
w(x) = − logPδx(E) (3.6)
defines a martingale function with the previously introduced conditions for some tail
event E , then the motion associated to Lw forces the particles to avoid the behaviour
specified by E . In particular when E = Efin then Pw encourages ξ to visit domains
where the global survival rate is high.
Now we can characterise the skeleton process of (X,Pµ) associated to w. In particular,
Z = (Zt, t ≥ 0) is a Markov branching process with diffusion semigroup Pw and
branching generator




n − s), x ∈ E, s ∈ [0, 1],
where

























, x ∈ E.
We refer to the process Z as the (Pw, F ) skeleton.
Immigration. Next we characterise the process that we immigrate along the previ-
ously introduced branching particle system. To this end let us define the following
function
ψ∗(x, z) = ψ(x, z + w(x))− ψ(x,w(x)), x ∈ E,
which can be written as
ψ∗(x, z) = −α∗(x)z + β(x)z2 +
∫
(0,∞)
(e−zu − 1 + zu)m∗(x,du), x ∈ E, (3.9)
where
α∗(x) = α(x)− 2β(x)w(x)−
∫
(0,∞)
(1− e−w(x)u)u m(x, du) = −ψ′(x,w(x)),
and
m∗(x, du) = e−w(x)um(x,du).
Note that under our assumptions ψ∗ is a branching mechanism of the form (3.1). We
denote the probabilities of the (P, ψ∗)-superprocess by (P∗µ)µ∈M(E).
If E is the event associated with w (see (3.6)), and 〈w, µ〉 <∞, then we have
P∗µ(·) = Pµ(·|E).
In particular, when E = Efin, then P∗µ is the law of the superprocess conditioned to
become extinct.
Skeletal path decomposition. Here we give the precise construction of the skeletal
decomposition that we introduced in a heuristic way at the beginning of this section.
Let D([0,∞)×M(E)) denote the space of measure valued càdlàg function. Suppose that
µ ∈M(E), and let Z be a (Pw, F )-Markov branching process with initial configuration
consisting of a Poisson random field of particles in E with intensity w(x)µ(dx). Next,
dress the branches of the spatial tree that describes the trajectory of Z in such a
way that a particle at the space-time position (x, t) ∈ E × [0,∞) has an independent




ye−w(x)ym(x,dy)× dP∗yδx . (3.10)
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= u∗f (x, t)
for x ∈ E, t ≥ 0 and f ∈ B+b (E) (the space of non-negative, bounded measurable func-
tions on E), where u∗f (x, t) is the unique solution to (3.3) with the branching mechanism
ψ replaced by ψ∗. (For more details on excursion measures see [8]). Moreover, when a
particle in Z dies and gives birth to n ≥ 2 offspring at spatial position x ∈ E, with prob-
ability ηn(x,dy)P∗yδx an additional independent D([0,∞)×M(E))-valued trajectory is













Note, that overall we have three different types of immigration processes that contribute
to the dressing of the skeleton. In particular, the first term of (3.10) is what we call
‘continuous immigration’ along the skeleton, while the second term is referred to as the
‘discontinuous immigration’, and finally (3.11) corresponds to the so-called ‘branch-
point immigration’.
Now we define Λt as the total mass from the dressing present at time t together with the
mass present at time t of an independent copy of (X,P∗µ) issued at time 0. We denote
the law of (Λ, Z) by Pµ. Then in [22] the authors showed that (Λ,Pµ) is Markovian
and has the same law to (X,Pµ). Furthermore, under Pµ, conditionally on Λt, the
measure Zt is a Poisson random measure with intensity w(x)Λt(dx).
3.3 SDE representation of the dressed tree
Recall that our main motivation is to reformulate the skeletal decomposition of su-
perprocesses using the language of SDEs. Thus in this section, after giving an SDE
representation of the skeletal process, we derive the coupled SDE for the dressed skele-
ton, which simultaneously describes the evolution of the skeleton and the total mass in
the system.
SDE of the skeleton. We use the arguments on page 3 of [34] to derive the SDE
for the branching particle diffusion, that will act as the skeleton. Let (ξt, t ≥ 0) be the
diffusion process corresponding to P. Since the generator of the motion is given by
(3.2), the process ξ satisfies
dξt = b(ξt)dt+ σ(ξt)dBt,
where σ : Rd → Rd is such that σ(x)σT (x) = a(x), and (Bt, t ≥ 0) is a d-dimensional
Brownian motion (see for example Chapter 1 of [30]).










where ∇w is the gradient of w. To simplify computations, define the function b̃ on E
given by




For h ∈ C2b (E) (the space of bounded, twice differentiable continuous functions on E),









where xt denotes the transpose of x, Tr is the trace operator, and Hh is the Hessian of























(∇h(ξαt ))tσ(ξαt )dBαt ,
(3.12)
where for each α, Bα is an independent copy of B.
If an individual branches at time t then we have
〈h, Zt − Zt−〉 =
∑
α:death time of α=t
(kα − 1)h(ξαt ). (3.13)
Here kα is the number of children of individual α, which has distribution {pk, k =
0, 1, . . . }.












Thus if we denote by N †(ds, dρ) the optional random measure




on [0,∞)×Ma(E) , where ∆Zs = Zs − Zs−, then by combining (3.12) and (3.13) we
get
〈h, Zt〉 = 〈h, Z0〉+
∫ t
0





〈h, ρ〉N †(ds, dρ), (3.14)






(∇h(ξαs ))tσ(ξαs )dBαs , (3.15)
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and the predictable compensator of the optional random measure N † is given by




where q, pk(dx) are given by (3.7), (3.8). And π(x, dk) takes the form #(d(k − 1))δx,
by which we mean that 〈h, π(x,dk)〉 = (k − 1)h(x).










Thinning of the SDE. Now we will see how to modify the SDE given by (3.4) in order
to separate out the different types of immigration processes. We use ideas developed
in [15].
Recall that the SDE describing the superprocess (X,Pµ) takes the following form
〈f,Xt〉 = 〈f, µ〉+
∫ t
0









〈Lf,Xs〉ds, t ≥ 0.
(3.16)
Here M ct (f) is as in (3.4), and Ñ is an optional random measure on [0,∞) ×M(E)◦









Denote by (si, νi : i ∈ N) some enumeration of the atoms of N . Next we introduce
independent marks to the atoms of N , that is we define the random measure




whose compensator dsK(Xs−, dν,dk) is given by∫
M(E)◦










Now we can define three random measures by
N0(ds, dν) = N (ds, dν, {k = 0}),
N1(ds, dν) = N (ds, dν, {k = 1})
and
N2(ds, dν) = N (ds, dν, {k ≥ 2}).
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Using Proposition (10.47) of [20] we see that N0, N1 and N2 are also optional random



































Using these processes we can rewrite (3.16), so we get
〈f,Xt〉 = 〈f, µ〉+
∫ t
0
































= 〈f, µ〉 −
∫ t
0

























where we have used the fact that α(x)−
∫
(0,∞)(1−e
−w(x)u)um(x, du) = −ψ′(x,w(x))+
2β(x)w(x). Recalling (3.9) we see that the first line of the right-hand side of (3.17)
corresponds to the dynamics of a (P, ψ∗)-superprocess. Our aim now is to link the
remaining three terms to the three types of immigration along the skeleton, and write
down a system of SDEs that describe the skeleton and total mass simultaneously.
Heuristically this system of SDEs will combine the appropriate terms of equations
(3.14) and (3.17).
Coupled SDE. Following the ideas of the previous sections we introduce the following
independent driving sources of randomness that we will use in the construction of our
coupled SDE.
• Let N0µ(ds, dν) be an optional random measure on [0,∞) × M(E)◦ for some









µ(ds, dν) be its compensated version,
• N1τ (ds, dν) be an optional random measure on [0,∞) × M(E)◦ for some
τ ∈ Ma(E), whose predictable compensator can be written as N̂
1






• and N2τ (ds, dρ, dν) an optional random measure on [0,∞)×Ma(E)×M(E)◦ for
some τ ∈ Ma(E), whose predictable compensator can be written in the form
N̂
2






where q, pk(dx) and ηk(x,du) are given by (3.7), (3.8) and (3.11). And π(x,dk)
takes the form #(d(k−1))δx by which, just as before, we mean that for a suitable
test function h we have 〈h, π(x,dk)〉 = (k − 1)h(x).
Now we can state our main result.





































































ds, t ≥ 0, (3.21)
where Λ0 ∈ M(E) is given and fixed. In the above equation (U ct (f), t ≥ 0) is a
continuous local martingale with quadratic variation 2〈βf2,Λt−〉dt, and (V ct (h), t ≥ 0)
is a continuous local martingale with quadratic variation 〈(∇h)ta∇h, Zt−〉dt. Note,
that in the optional random measure terms the randomness in the compensators are
given by µ = Λs− for the term N
0 (using the notation of (3.18)), and by τ = Zs− for
the terms N1 and N2 (using the notation of (3.19) and (3.20)).
Then equation (3.21) has a unique weak solution, and under the assumption that Z0 is
a Poisson random measure with intensity w(x)Λ0(dx) we have the following:
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(i) Zt|FΛt (where FΛt = σ(Λs : s ≤ t)) is a Poisson random measure with intensity
w(x)Λt(dx);
(ii) Conditional on (FΛt , t ≥ 0), the process (Λt, t ≥ 0) is Markovian and a weak
solution to (3.16).
3.4 Sketch proof












where X satisfies (3.16). We will see that from (3.22) claims (i) and (ii) follow easily.
The idea of this latter part is to fix T > 0 and f, h ∈ D0(L), and choose time-dependent
test functions fT and hT in a way that the processes





have constant expectations on [0, T ]. The test functions are defined as solutions to
some partial differential equations with final value conditions fT (x, T ) = f(x) and
hT (x, T ) = h(x). This, together with the fact that Λ0 = X0 = µ, and that Z0 is a
Poisson random measure with intensity w(x)Λ0(dx), then will give us (3.22).
Thus to prove the main result we need the existence of solutions of two differential
equations. Recall from Section 3.2 that in the skeletal decomposition of superprocesses
the total mass present at time t has two main components. The first one corresponds
to an initial burst of subcritical mass, which is independent copy of (X,P∗µ), and the
second one is the accumulated mass from the dressing of the skeleton. As we will see
in the main part of the proof, one can associate the first differential equation, that is
the equation defining fT , to (X,P∗µ), while the equation defining hT has an intimate
relation to the dressed tree. To help with the presentation of the main ideas we first
derive these equations, then give the proof of Theorem 3.3.1.
Preliminary results. First we consider the initial burst of subcritical mass. Recall
that (X,P∗µ) is a (ψ∗,P)-superprocess, and as such its law can be characterised through














, t ≥ 0,
where u∗f (x, t) is the unique non-negative solution to the integral equation
u∗f (x, t) = Pt[f ](x)−
∫ t
0
ds · Ps[ψ∗(·, u∗f (·, t− s))](x), x ∈ E, t ≥ 0. (3.23)
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u∗f (x, t) = Lu∗f (x, t)− ψ∗(x, u∗f (x, t)), (3.24)
u∗f (x, 0) = f(x).
Thus (3.24) also has a unique non-negative solution.
As we will see later, what we need in the main proof is a time-reversed version of (3.24).
In particular, if for each fixed T > 0 we define fT (x, t) = u∗f (x, T − t), then it is not
hard to see that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.4.1. Fix T > 0, and let f ∈ D0(L). Then the following differential equation
has a unique non-negative solution
∂
∂t
fT (x, t) = −LfT (x, t) + ψ∗(x, fT (x, t)), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (3.25)
fT (x, T ) = f(x),
where ψ∗ is given by (3.9).
In order to get the differential equation that defines hT we need to derive similar results
for the dressed tree. To this end consider the pair (Λ, Z), where Z is a (Pw, F ) branching
Markov process with Z0 = ν for some ν ∈ Ma(E), and whose jumps are coded by the
coordinates of the random measure N2. Furthermore we define Λt = X
∗
t + Dt, where
X∗ is an independent copy of the (P, ψ∗)-superprocess with initial value X∗0 = µ,


























〈f, ωt−s〉N∗(ds, dρ, dω),
(3.26)
where f ∈ D0(L) and with a slight abuse of notation
• N1 is an optional random measure on [0,∞)×M(E)◦×D([0,∞)×M(E)) whose






• N2 is an optional random measure on [0,∞) ×Ma(E) ×M(E)◦ × D([0,∞) ×







• N∗ is an optional random measure on [0,∞)×Ma(E)×D([0,∞)×M(E)) whose






Q(1− e−〈f,ωt〉) = − logE∗δx(e
−〈f,Xt〉) = u∗f (x, t).
Denote the probabilities of (Λ, Z) by P(µ,ν). Then we have the following result, an
equivalent of which also appeared in [2] and [22].




















·,−w(·)e−vf,h(·,t−s) + u∗f (·, t− s)
)




and u∗f is the unique non-negative solution to (3.23).
Since the proof of Proposition 3.4.1 is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of
Theorem 2 in [22], we leave this to the reader.














x,−w(x)e−vf,h(x,t) + u∗f (x, t)
)





Lemma 3.4.2. Let f, h ∈ D0(L). If vf,h is a solution to (3.27), then it also solves
(3.28). Conversely, if vf,h solves (3.28), then it also satisfies (3.27).
Proof. We first prove the claim that the integral equation implies the differential equa-
tion. To this end consider (3.27). Note that since P is a Feller semigroup the right
hand side is differentiable in t, and thus vf,h(x, t) is also differentiable in t. To find the
differential version of the equation, we can use the standard technique of propagating
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the derivative at zero using the semigroup property of vf,h and u
∗
f . Indeed, on one







































that is we have vu∗f (·,t),vf,h(·,t)(·, s) = vf,h(·, t + s), and u
∗
u∗f (·,s)





































x,−w(x)e−vf,h(x,0+) + u∗f (x, 0+)
)
(3.29)
− ψ∗(x, u∗f (x, 0+)).
which, recalling vf,h(x, 0) = h(x) and u
∗









































evf,h(x,t)ψ∗(x, u∗f (x, t)).
To see why the differential equation implies the integral equation define




, 0 ≤ s ≤ t.
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Then differentiating with respect to the time parameter gives
∂
∂s











x,−w(x)e−vf,h(x,s) + u∗f (x, s)
)
− ψ∗(x, u∗f (x, s))
]
,
which then we can integrate over [0, t] to get (3.27).
Finally, just as in the previous section, we fix T > 0, and define hT (x, t) := vf,h(x, T−t)
to get the following result.
Lemma 3.4.3. Fix T > 0, and take f, h ∈ D0(L). If fT if the unique solution to














x,−w(x)e−hT (x,t) + fT (x, t)
)




hT (x, T ) =h(x),
where ψ∗ is given by (3.9), and w is a martingale function that satisfies the conditions
in Section 3.2.
Proof of main result. Finally we give the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. The techniques
we use here to prove parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem are similar in spirit to those in
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [15], in a sense that we use stochastic calculus to show the
equality (3.22); however instead of arriving to a partial differential equation, we use
stochastic analysis to prove the equality of expectations.
Proof. We start by showing that there exists a (weak) solution to the coupled SDE
(3.21). Uniqueness will follow from later steps of the proof.
Take f, h ∈ D0(L). To show the existence of solution we once again consider the process
we constructed in the previous section. That is, we take Z to be a (Pw, F ) branching
Markov process with Z0 = ν for some ν ∈ Ma(E), and whose jumps are coded by
the coordinates of the random measure N2. Furthermore we define Λt = X
∗
t + Dt,
where X∗ is an independent copy of the (P, ψ∗)-superprocess with initial value X∗0 = µ,
µ ∈M(E), and the process (Dt, t ≥ 0) is described as in equation (3.26). To see why the
pair (〈f,Λt〉, 〈h, Zt〉) satisfies (3.26), we may appeal to the Martingale representation
of weak solutions (in the spirit of e.g Theorem 2.3 of [21], Theorem 7.13 of [27], or the
arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [15]). The above pair is Markovian, and its
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generator can be identified as









































































β(x)w(x) (G(〈f, µ〉, 〈h, ν + δx〉)) ν(dx).
for µ ∈ M(E), ν ∈ Ma(E), and for all non-negative, smooth, compactly supported
G. It is easy to see that this coincides with the generator of the SDE (3.21), hence we
have identified a weak solution to (3.21).
Next we move onto the proof of parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem. Uniqueness of the
solution will follow from these steps.
Fix T > 0, and let fT be the unique non-negative solution to (3.25), and hT be the
unique non-negative solution to (3.30). Define F Tt := e
−〈fT (·,t),Λt〉−〈hT (·,t),Zt〉, t ≤ T .
Using stochastic calculus, we first verify that our choice of fT and hT results in the
process F Tt , t ≤ T , having constant expectation on [0, T ]. In the definition of F T both
〈fT (·, t),Λt〉 and 〈hT (·, t), Zt〉 are semi-martingales, thus we can use Itô’s formula (see
e.g. Theorem 32 in [31]) to get
dF Tt =− F Tt−dΛ
fT








































t , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
where ∆Λf
T




instead of 〈fT (·, t),Λt〉, and Zh
T
t instead of 〈hT (·, t), Zt〉. Note that without the move-
ment Z is a pure jump process, and since the interaction between Λ and Z is limited to








= 0. Taking advantage
of








we may thus write in integral form




































To simplify the notation we used that both fT (x, t) and hT (x, t) are continuous in t,
thus fT (x, t) = fT (x, t−) and hT (x, t) = hT (x, t−).
We can split up the last term, that is the sum of discontinuities according to the
optional random measure in (3.21) responsible for this discontinuity. Thus, writing



































































F Ts−〈ψ′(·, w(·))fT (·, s),Λs−〉ds+
∫ t
0

































































F Ts−〈(∇hT (·, s))ta∇hT (·, s), Zs−〉ds+M loct ,
(3.31)
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where M loct is a local martingale corresponding to the terms U
c
t (f
T ), V ct (h
T ) and the
integral with respect to the random measure Ñ
0
in (3.21). Note that the two terms
with the time-derivative are due to the extra time dependence of the test-functions
in the integrals 〈fT (·, s),Λs〉 and 〈hT (·, s), Zs〉. In particular a change in 〈fT (s, ·),Λs〉
corresponds to either a change in Λs or a change in f
T (·, s).
Next we show that the local martingale term is in fact a real martingale, which will
then disappear when we take expectations. First note that due to the boundedness
of the drift and diffusion coefficients of the branching mechanism, and the conditions
we had on its Lévy measure, the branching of the superprocess can be stochastically
dominated by a finite mean CSBP. This means that the CSBP associated to the Esscher-
transformed branching mechanism ψ∗ is almost surely finite on any finite time interval
[0, T ], and thus the function fT is bounded on [0, T ]. Using the boundedness of fT and







can be bounded from above as follows
∫ t
0









where C, Ĉ and C̃ are finite constants. Since the function x 7→ e−C̃xx is bounded
on [0,∞), the previous quadratic variation is finite, and so the process (3.32) is a
martingale on [0, T ].







we note that due to construction, hT ∈ D0(L), and is bounded on [0, T ]. Thus, V ct (hT )
is in fact a martingale on [0, T ], and since Fs− ≤ 1, s ∈ [0, T ], the quadratic variation
of (3.33) is also finite, which gives the martingale nature of (3.33) on [0, T ].










































where C, C̃ and Ĉ are finite constants. Thus E[Qt] <∞ on [0, T ], and we can refer to
page 63 of [19] to conclude that the process (3.34) is indeed a martingale on [0, T ].
Thus, after taking expectations and gathering terms, we can write the previous equation












































hT (·, s), Zs−
〉]
ds, 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
where








= −Lf + ψ∗(x, f),
and
B(x, h, f) =
1
2
(∇h)ta∇h− Lwh− 2β(x)f +
∫
(0,∞)


















We can see immediately that A(x, fT (x, t)) is exactly what we have on the right-hand
side of (3.25). Furthermore, using that
1
2










we can also verify that


















that is, B(x, hT (x, t), fT (x, t)) equals to the right-hand side of (3.30). Hence, recalling
the defining equations of fT (3.25) and hT (3.30), we get that the last four terms of
(3.35) cancel, and thus Eµ[F
T
t ] = Eµ[F
T
0 ] for t ∈ [0, T ], as required. In particular,




















Before moving on, we note that equation (3.39) relates the joint Laplace functional of
the solution to two objects both of which are characterised as a unique solution to a
partial differential equation. Since this uniquely identifies the Laplace function, we get
that the weak solution to the SDE (3.21) is indeed unique.
Next, we can notice that by construction we can relate the right-hand side of the
expression (3.39) to the superprocess. In particular, using the Poissonian nature of Z0,


















where Xt is a solution to (3.17). Thus, by choosing the right test-functions, we could
equate the value of F Tt at T to its initial value, which in turn gave a connection with










, t ∈ [0, T ],
















−〈κT (·,t),Xt〉. As the argument here is the exact copy of the previous analysis,
we only give the main steps of the calculus, and leave it to the reader to fill in the gaps.
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GTs−〈2β(·)w(·)κT (·, s), Xs−〉ds−
∫ t
0






















































where M loct is a local martingale corresponding to the term M
c
t (f), and the integral
with respect to the random measure Ñ0 in (3.17). Note that the reasoning that lead to
the martingale nature of the local martingale term of (3.31) can also be applied here,
which gives that M loct in (3.41) is in fact a true martingale on [0, T ], which we denote
by Mt.






GTs−〈ψ′(·, w(·))fT (·, s), Xs−〉ds+
∫ t
0





































































Using once again the identity (3.38), and taking expectations give
Eµ[GTt ] = Eµ[GT0 ] +
∫ t
0


















where A and B are given by (3.36) and (3.37). Finally, noting
∂
∂s
κT (x, s) =
∂
∂s







κT (s, x) = −A(x, fT (x, s))− w(x)e−hT (x,s)B(x, hT (x, s), fT (x, s)),
which results in the cancellation of the last three terms in (3.42), and hence verifies the
constant expectation of GTt on [0, T ]. In particular, we have proved that



























Since T > 0 was arbitrary this equality holds for any time T > 0.
Then we have the following implications. First, choosing h and f not identical to zero,
we get that the pair (Λt, Zt) under Pµ has the same law as (Xt,Po(w(x)Xt(dx))) under
Pµ, where Po(w(x)Xt(dx)) is an autonomously independent Poisson random measure
with intensity w(x)Xt(dx), thus Zt given Λt is indeed a Poisson random measure with
intensity w(x)Λt(dx). Since the solution to an SDE is a Markov process this Poissoni-
sation allows us to infer that ΛT , T ≥ 0 is itself Markovian.










which shows that under Pµ, ΛT has the same distribution as XT under Pµ, and hence
proves that (ΛT , T ≥ 0) is indeed a weak solution to (3.16).
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Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have extended the coupled SDE approach developed in Chapter 2
to the spatial setting of superprocesses. By considering a superprocess with spatially
dependent branching mechanism we are allowed to have various interpretations of what
successful genealogies mean. In particular, the martingale function used in the defini-
tion of the skeleton process can be associated with the event of finite time extinction,
but we can also have some additional spatial constraints. In both cases the skeleton
particles avoid the behaviour specified by this martingale function.
Just as in Chapter 2, the coupled SDE simultaneously describes the embedded skeleton
and the total mass in the system. The second co-ordinate of the SDE gives the Markov
branching process which acts as the skeleton, while the first co-ordinate reveals how
this skeleton is dressed with immigration. We have showed that the process defined by
the first co-ordinate, upon projected to the appropriate filtration, has the same law as
the original superprocess.
Even though we have only considered supercritical superprocesses, we believe that by
using a time-dependent h-transform to define the skeleton process, our method can be
extended to the time-inhomogeneous case of subcritical superprocesses. Nevertheless,
the paper leaves this case open.
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In the next chapter we will take a slightly different approach to skeletal decompositions,
and construct the prolific backbone decomposition of a multitype superprocess using a
semigroup approach, which has been widely used in the one-type case. Our results in
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Backbone decomposition of multi-
type superprocesses
Dorottya Fekete 1 , Sandra Palau 2, Juan Carlos Pardo 3 , Jose-Luis Pérez 3
Abstract
In this paper, we provide a construction of the so-called backbone decomposition for
multitype supercritical superprocesses. While backbone decompositions are fairly well-
known for both continuous-state branching processes and superprocesses in the one-
type case, so far no such decompositions or even description of prolific genealogies have
been given for the multitype cases.
Here we focus on superprocesses, but by turning the movement off, we get the prolific
backbone decomposition for multitype continuous-state branching processes as an easy
consequence of our results.
4.1 Introduction and main results.
Motivated by the distributional decomposition of supercritical superprocesses with
quadratic branching mechanism presented in Evans and O’Connell, [11] and the path-
wise decomposition of Duquesne and Winkel [6] of continuous-state branching processes
(CB-processes), Berestycki et al. [3] provided a pathwise construction of the so-called
backbone decomposition for supercritical superprocesses. The authors in [3] showed
that the superprocess can be written as the sum of two independent processes. The
first one is an initial burst of subcritical mass, while the second one is subcritical mass
immigrating continuously and discontinuously along the path of a branching particle
system called the backbone that we explain briefly below.
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In Evans and O’Connell [11] a distributional decomposition of supercritical superpro-
cesses with quadratic spatially independent branching mechanism, as sum of two in-
dependent processes, was given. Later Engländer and Pinsky [9] provided a similar
decomposition for the spatially dependent case. In both constructions, the first process
is a copy of the original process conditioned on extinction. The second process is under-
stood as the aggregate accumulation of mass that has immigrated continuously along
the path of an auxiliary dyadic branching particle diffusion which starts with a Poisson
number of particles. Such an embedded branching particle system was introduced as
the backbone.
A pathwise backbone decomposition appears in Salisbury and Verzani [22], who con-
sider the case of conditioning a super-Brownian motion as it exits a given domain such
that the exit measure contains at least n pre-specified points in its support. There it
was found that the conditioned process has the same law as the superposition of mass
that immigrates in a Poissonian way along the spatial path of a branching particle
motion which exits the domain with precisely n particles at the pre-specified points.
Another pathwise backbone decomposition for branching particle systems is given in
Etheridge and Williams [10], which is used in combination with a limiting procedure
to prove another version of Evans’ immortal particle picture.
Duquesne and Winkel [6], in the context of Lévy trees and with no spatial motion,
considered a similar decomposition for CB-processes whose branching mechanism ψ
satisfies that 0 ≤ −ψ′(0+) <∞ and the so-called Grey’s condition∫ ∞ du
ψ(u)
<∞.
In this case the backbone corresponds to a continuous-time Galton-Watson process,
and the general nature of the branching mechanism induces three different sorts of
immigration. The continuous immigration is described by a Poisson point process of
independent processes along the backbone, and the immigration mechanism is given by
the so-called excursion measure which assigns zero initial mass and finite length to the
immigration processes. The discontinuous immigration is provided by two sources of
immigration. The first one is described again by a Poisson point process of independent
processes along the backbone where the immigration mechanism is given by the law
of the original process conditioned on extinction, and with initial mass randomised
by an infinite measure. The second source of discontinuous immigration is given by
independent copies of the original process conditioned on extinction, which are added
to the backbone at its branching times, with randomly distributed initial mass that
depends on the number of offspring at the branch point. Other decomposition of
Lévy trees include Duquesne and Wang [5], who provide a composition of Lévy trees
according to their diameter.
In Berestycki et al. [3], a similar decomposition is provided for a class of superpro-
cesses whose branching mechanisms satisfy the same conditions as those considered by
Duquesne and Winkel. It is important to note that the authors in [3] also considered
supercritical CB-processes that, with positive probability, may die out without this
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ever happening in a finite time. This also allows the inclusion of branching mecha-
nisms which are associated to CB-processes with paths of bounded variation which
were excluded in [6]. Kyprianou and Ren [17] look at the case of a CB-process with
immigration for which a similar backbone decomposition to [3] can be given. Finally,
backbone decompositions have also been considered for superprocesses with spatially
dependent branching mechanisms which are local, see Kyprianou et al. [16], Eckhoff et
al. [8], and Chen et al. [4], and non-local, see Murillo-Salas and Pérez [19]. Note that
in the aforementioned articles the superprocess is supported on a domain of Rd, thus
the state space is always continuous.
In this paper, we offer a similar construction for multitype superprocesses whose branch-
ing mechanisms are general, but with the restriction of being spatially independent and
having a finite number of types. Technically such a process can be defined as a one-
type superprocess on a state space that is the mixture of a continuous and a discrete
space, and whose branching has both local and non-local elements. While backbone
decompositions in the one-type case are fairly well-known for both CB-processes and
superprocesses whose state-space is continuous, so far no such decompositions or even
description of prolific genealogies (i.e. those individuals with infinite line of descent)
have been given for multitype processes. Here we focus on superprocesses, but by
turning the movement off, we get the prolific backbone decomposition for multitype
continuous-state branching processes (MCB-processes) as an easy consequence of our
results.
Multitype superprocesses were first studied by Gorostiza and Lopez-Mimbela [12] for
the particular case of quadratic branching. Later Li [18] extended the notion of mul-
titype superprocesses to more general branching mechanisms (see also Section 6.2 in
the monograph of Li [20]). Roughly speaking, the dynamics of the superprocesses in-
troduced by Li are as follows. The movement of mass of a given type is a Borel right
process, the death and birth of mass of each type are associated with a spectrally pos-
itive Lévy process. From a given type, the creation of mass of other types is given by
the law of a subordinator, and is distributed according to a discrete distribution that
depends on the type. We are interested in a slightly more general superprocess where
the discrete distributions are randomly chosen by a probability kernel that depends on
the type. Thus the locations of non-locally displaced offspring involve two sources of
randomness. One of the advantages of taking this general branching mechanism is that
if there is no spatial motion, we recover the MCB-process studied by Kyprianou et al.
[15], which was properly defined by Li in Example 2.2 in [20].
Kyprianou et al. [15] studied the almost sure growth of supercritical MCB-processes
and implicitly described a spine decomposition. In [15], the authors show that a MCB-
process conditioned to never become extinct is equal in law to the sum of an independent
copy of the original process and three different sources of immigration along a spine
(continuous, discontinuous and in the times when the spine jumps). More precisely,
the spine is given by a Markov chain, the continuous and discontinuous immigrations
are described by a Poisson point process along the spine, where MCB-processes with
the original branching mechanism are immigrating with zero initial mass and with
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randomised initial mass, respectively. Due to the non-local nature of the branching
mechanism, an additional phenomenon occurs; a positive random amount of mass
immigrates off the spine each time it jumps from one state to another. Moreover, the
distribution of the immigrating mass depends on where the spine jumped from and
where it jumped to.
The backbone and spine decompositions are quite different. In the backbone decom-
position, the object that we dress is a multitype branching diffusion while in the spine
decomposition, this object is a Markov chain which does not branch. Another differ-
ence is related to the immigration processes. In the spine decomposition, these are
independent copies of the original process while in the backbone decomposition they
are independent copies of the process conditioned to become extinct. In other words,
we can think of the backbone as all the particles that have an infinite genealogical line
of descent, and of the spine as just one infinite line of descent.
4.1.1 Multitype superprocesses.
Before we introduce multitype superprocesses and some of their properties, we first
recall some basic notation. Let ` ∈ N be a natural number, and set S = {1, 2, · · · , `}.
We denote by M(Rd), B(Rd) and B+(Rd) the respective spaces of finite Borel mea-
sures, bounded Borel functions and positive bounded Borel functions on Rd. The space
M(Rd) is endowed with the topology of weak convergence.
For u,v ∈ R`, we introduce [u,v] =
∑`
j=1 ujvj , and u ·v as the vector with entries (u ·
v)j = ujvj . For a matrix A, we denote by A
t its transpose. For any f = (f1, . . . , f`)
t ∈










Furthermore, we also use |u| := [u,u]1/2 for the Euclidian norm of any u ∈ R`, and
‖µ‖ := 〈1,µ〉 for the total mass of the measure µ.
Suppose that for any i ∈ S, the process ξ(i) = (ξ(i)t , t ≥ 0) is a diffusion with conservative
transition semigroup (P
(i)
t , t ≥ 0) on Rd. We also introduce a vectorial function ψ :
S × R`+ → R` such that




e−[θ,y] − 1 + θiyi
)
Π(i,dy), θ ∈ R`+, i ∈ S,
(4.1)
where B is an ` × ` real valued matrix such that Bij1{i 6=j} ∈ R+, {e1, . . . , e`} is the
natural basis in R`, βi ∈ R+, and Π is a measure satisfying the following integrability
condition∫
R`+\{0}
(|y| ∧ |y|2) +∑
j∈S
1{j 6=i}yj
Π(i,dy) <∞, for i ∈ S.
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We call the function ψ the branching mechanism and we also refer to Π as its associated
Lévy measure. Intuitively, the conditions on the entries ofB and the above integrability
condition hides the fact that creation of mass into own type is governed by a spectrally
positive Lévy process, while creation of mass into different types can be associated to
a subordinator.
The first result that we present here says that multitype superprocesses associated to
the branching mechanism ψ and the diffusions {ξ(i), i ∈ S} are well-defined. Its proof
is based on similar arguments as those used to prove Theorem 6.4 in Li [20], but for
completeness we present its proof in Section 4.2.
Proposition 4.1.1. There is a strong Markov process X = (Xt, (Ft)t≥0,Pµ) with state









, µ ∈M(Rd)`, (4.2)
where f ∈ B+(Rd)` and Vtf(x) = (V (1)t f(x), · · · , V
(`)
t f(x))
t : Rd → R`+ is the unique
locally bounded solution to the integral equation
V
(i)










s (x, dy), i ∈ S. (4.3)
Definition 1. The process X is called a (P,ψ)-mutitype superprocess with ` types and
with law given by Pµ for each initial configuration µ ∈M(Rd)`.
Our definition is consistent with the multitype superprocesses that appear in the liter-
ature. Indeed, we observe that the multitype superprocesses considered by Gorostiza
and Lopez-Mimbela [12] are associated with the branching mechanism
ψ(i,θ) = −di[θ,π(i)] + βiθ2i ,
where di, βi ∈ R+, π(i) = {π(i)j , j ∈ S} is a probability distribution on S, and the
spatial movement is driven by the family {ξ(i), i ∈ S} of symmetric stable processes.
Li [18] (see also Section 6.2 in [20]) introduced multitype superprocesses with spatial
movement driven by Borel right processes and whose branching mechanism is of the
form
ψ(i,θ) = biθi + βiθ
2















where bi, di, βi ∈ R+, π(i) = {π(i)j , j ∈ S} is a probability distribution on S, and l(i,du),
n(i,du) are measures on R+ satisfying∫
R+





that represent the local and non-local kernels, respectively. The latter branching mech-
anism can be rewritten in the form of (4.1) by taking Bji := −bi1{i=j} + diπ
(i)
j , and
Π(i,dy) = 1{y=uei}l(i,du) + 1{y=uπ(i)}n(i,du).
It is important to note that if the branching mechanism is given as in (4.1) and there
is no spatial movement, then the associated total mass of a superprocess is a MCB-
process, see for instance Example 2.2 in [20]. Indeed, it is not difficult to see that the
total mass vector of a spatially homogeneous multitype superprocess, whose underlying
spatial motion is conservative, is a MCB-process. Recall that an `-type MCB-process
Y = (Yt, t ≥ 0) with branching mechanism ψ can be characterised through its Laplace









, for θ ∈ R`+, t ≥ 0, (4.4)
where
t 7→ vt(θ) = (vt(1,θ) . . . ,vt(`,θ))t
is the unique locally bounded solution, with non-negative entries, to the system of
integral equations
vt(i,θ) = θi −
∫ t
0
ψ(i,vt−s(θ))ds, i ∈ S. (4.5)
Suppose that (Xt,Pµ)t≥0 is a (P,ψ)-multitype superprocess and define the total mass
vector as Y = (Yt, t ≥ 0) with entries
Yt(i) = Xt(i,Rd) =
∫
Rd
Xt(i,dx), t ≥ 0,
and initial vector µ = (µ1(Rd), · · · , µ`(Rd))t. Let θ ∈ R`+, and take fi(x) = θi for
each i ∈ S, x ∈ Rd. Since the branching mechanism and the vector θ are spatially


















ψ(i,Vt−sθ)ds, i ∈ S.
Recall that the previous system of equations has a unique solution, therefore Vtθ =
vt(θ) for any x ∈ Rd. By (4.2) and the relationship between X and Y , the total mass
vector is indeed a MCB-process.
Since the total mass vector of a multitype superprocess is a MCB-process, we can
determine its asymptotic behaviour through its first moment, similarly to the one-type





, i, j ∈ S,
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where eiδx denotes a measure valued vector that has unit mass at position x ∈ Rd, in
the i-th coordinate, and zero mass everywhere else.
Barczy et al. [1] (see Lemma 3.4) proved that the mean matrix M(t) can be written




where the matrix B̃ is given by




Moreover, after straightforward computations (see for instance the computations after
identity (2.15) in [1]) we observe that the branching mechanism ψ can be rewritten as
follows




e−[θ,y] − 1 + [θ,y]
)
Π(i,dy), θ ∈ R`+, i ∈ S.
(4.6)
In the sequel, we assume that the matrix B̃t is irreducible, and therefore the mean
matrix M is irreducible as well. Then a Perron-Frobenius-type result (see Appendix
A of [2]) guarantees that there exists a unique leading eigenvalue Γ, and right and left
eigenvectors u, v ∈ R`+, whose coordinates are strictly positive such that, for t ≥ 0,
M(t)u = eΓtu, B̃tu = Γu, vtM(t) = eΓtvt, and vtB̃t = Γvt.
It is important to note, that since the branching mechanism is spatially independent,
the value of Γ does not depend on the spatial variable.
Moreover, Γ determines the long term behaviour of X. Indeed, employing the same
terminology as in the one-type case, we call the process supercritical, critical or subcrit-
ical accordingly as Γ is strictly positive, equal to zero or strictly negative. In Kyprianou
and Palau [14], the authors show that when Γ ≤ 0 the total mass goes to zero almost
surely. Barczy and Pap [2] show that if Γ > 0, then the total mass process satisfies
lim
t→∞
e−Γt Eei [Yt] = e
t
i uv
t, for i ∈ S,
which is a non-zero vector. Furthermore, Kyprianou and Palau in [14] also prove that,













< 1, for i ∈ S, x ∈ Rd. (4.8)
See also Theorem 1.4 in [15].
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Here, we are also interested in the case that extinction occurs in finite time. More
precisely, let us define E := {‖Xt‖ = 0 for some t > 0}, the event of extinction and
take wi : Rd 7→ R+ to be the function such that
wi(x) := − logPeiδx(E), i ∈ S. (4.9)
Since the branching mechanism is spatially independent, and the total mass vector of
X is a MCB-process, we get that wi(x) = wi, for all x ∈ Rd, for some constant wi.
In what follows, we assume
0 < wi <∞, for all i ∈ S. (4.10)
Assumption (4.10) or similar assumptions have been used in most of the cases where
backbones have been constructed. For instance in [3] and [6], the authors assume Grey’s
condition which is equivalent to wi being finite. In [4, 8, 15, 19] a very similar condition
appears for the spatially dependent case. Assumption (4.10) is not only necessary for
the construction of the multitype superprocess conditioned on extinction but also for
the construction of the so-called Dynkin-Kuznetsov measure, as we will see below.
On the other hand, assumption (4.10) is not very restrictive. For instance, it is satisfied




















where vt(i,θ) is given by (4.5) and θ ↪→ ∞ means that each coordinate of θ goes to





vt(i,θ) <∞ for all i ∈ S,







where ui denotes the i-th coordinate of the right eigenvector associated to Γ. Since
the supremum of finitely many continuously differentiable functions is differentiable
except at most countably many isolated points, we may fix t ≥ 0 such that At(θ) is
differentiable at t and select i in such a way that At(θ)ui = vt(i,θ). Then by using





























B̃jiuj − βi(At(θ)ui)2 = At(θ)(B̃tu)i − βi(At(θ)ui)2.




At(θ) ≤ At(θ)Γui − βi(At(θ)ui)2.
By defining u := infi∈S ui and recalling the definition of β, the previous identity implies
d
dt
At(θ) ≤ At(θ)Γ− βu(At(θ))2.





+ βu(eΓt − 1)
.













The following result is also needed for constructing the associated Dynkin-Kuznetsov
measures which provide a way to dress the backbone.
Proposition 4.1.2. Suppose that condition (4.10) holds. Then ψ(w) = 0. Moreover,
for x ∈ Rd, i ∈ S and t > 0, we have that
Peiδx(‖Xt‖ = 0) > 0.
For simplicity of exposition, the proof of this result is presented in Section 4.2.
As we said before, our aim is to describe the backbone decomposition of X. According
to Berestycki et al. [3] a one-type supercritical superprocess can be decomposed into
an initial burst of subcritical mass and three types of immigration processes along the
backbone, which are two types of Poissonian immigrations and branch point immi-
grations. In order to use the same idea in the multitype case, we need to determine
the components of this decomposition. These are the multitype branching diffusion
process, that gives the prolific genealogies, and copies of the original multitype super-
process conditioned on extinction.
4.1.2 The multitype supercritical superdiffusion conditioned on ex-
tinction.
It is well known that under some conditions a supercritical CB-process can be condi-
tioned to become extinct by conditioning the associated spectrally positive Lévy process
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to drift to −∞. Such a conditioning appears as an Esscher transform on the underly-
ing Lévy process in the Lamperti transform, where the shift parameter is given by the
largest root of the branching mechanism. Here we show that a similar result still holds
in the multitype case. In particular we have the following result.
Proposition 4.1.3. For each µ ∈M(Rd)`, define the law of X with initial configura-
tion µ conditioned on becoming extinct by P†µ, and let Ft := σ(Xs, s ≤ t). Specifically,
for all events A, measurable with respect to F ,
P†µ(A) = Pµ (A |E ) .













t f(x) := V
(i)
t (f +w)(x)− wi, i ∈ S,
is the unique locally bounded solution of
V
†,(i)










s (x, dy), i ∈ S, (4.11)
where ψ†(λ) := ψ(λ + w) and w is given by (4.9). In other words, (X,P†µ) is a
(P,ψ†)-multitype superprocess.
For simplicity of exposition, the proof of this result is presented in Section 4.2.
4.1.3 Dynkin-Kuznetsov measure.
As we mentioned before, a key ingredient in the construction of the backbone, or even
the spine decomposition for superprocesses, is the so-called Dynkin-Kuznetsov measure.
It is important to note that the existence of such measures was taken for granted in
most of the references that appear in the literature, in particular in [3, 8, 15, 19].
Fortunately, from the assumptions and the way the dressing processes are constructed
this omission does not play an important role on the validity of their results. Here, we
provide a rigorous argument for their existence. See also Ren et al. [21] for the study
of Dynkin-Kutznetsov measures for one-type superprocesses with non-local branching
mechanism.
Let us denote by X the space of càdlàg paths from [0,∞) to M(Rd)`.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let X be a (P,ψ)-multitype superprocess satisfying (4.10). For










for all f ∈ B+(Rd)` and t ≥ 0.
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Again, for simplicity of exposition we provide the proof of this Proposition in Section
4.2.
Following the same terminology as in the literature, we call {(Nxei , x ∈ Rd), i ∈ S}
the Dynkin-Kuznetsov measures. We denote by N† the Dynkin-Kuznetsov measures
associated to the multitype superprocess conditioned on extinction, which are also well
defined (see the discussion after the proof of Proposition 4.1.4).
4.1.4 Prolific individuals.
Here, we consider those individuals of the superprocess who are responsible for the
infinite growth of the process. In our case, we have that the so-called prolific individ-
uals, i.e. those with an infinite genealogical line of descent, form a branching particle
diffusion where the particles move according to the same motion semigroup as the
superprocess itself, and their branching generator can be expressed in terms of the
branching mechanism of the superprocess. Let Z = (Zt, t ≥ 0) be a multitype branch-
ing diffusion process (MBDP) with ` types, where the movement of each particle of







, i ∈ S, (4.13)
where w was defined in (4.9).


























j1 . . . (w`y`)
j`





where j = (j1, · · · , j`). Note that p
(i)
j1,...,j`
is a probability distribution. Indeed, since
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ψ(w) = 0, for each i ∈ S we get that
wiqi = wiqi − ψ(i,w)
= wi
(



































































j1 . . . (w`y`)
j`
j1! . . . j`!
e−[w,y]Π(i,dy),






















j1 . . . (x`y`)
j`
j1! . . . j`!
.
(4.15)
Let F (s) = (F1(s), . . . , F`(s))













ψ(i,w · (1− s)), i ∈ S, (4.16)
where we recall that 1 denotes the vector with value 1 in each coordinate and u · v
is the element-wise multiplication of the vectors u and v. The intuition behind the
process Z is as follows. A particle of type i from its birth executes a P(i) motion,
and after an independent and exponentially distributed random time with parameter
qi dies and gives birth at its death position to an independent number of offspring with
distribution {p(i)j , j ∈ N
`}. We call Z the backbone of the multitype superprocess X,
and denote its initial distribution by ν ∈Ma(Rd)`, whereMa(Rd) denotes the space of
atomic measures on Rd. Comparing the form of the offspring distribution between the
one-type case and the multitype case, the main difference is that now we are allowed
to have one offspring at a branching event. However in this case, that offspring has to
have a different type from its parent.
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4.1.5 The backbone decomposition.
Our primary aim is to give a decomposition of the (P,ψ)-multitype superprocess along
its embedded backbone Z. The main idea is to dress the process Z with immigration,
where the processes we immigrate are copies of the (P,ψ†)-multitype superprocess.
The dressing relies on three different types of immigration mechanisms. These are two
types of Poissonian immigrations along the life span of each prolific individual, and an
additional creation of mass at the branch points of the embedded particle system. In
the first case, we immigrate independent copies of the (P,ψ†)-multitype superprocess,
where the immigration rate along a particle of type i ∈ S is related to a subordinator
























which can be rewritten as








When an individual of type i ∈ S has branched and its offspring is given by
j = (j1, . . . , j`) ∈ N`, we immigrate an independent copy of the (P,ψ†)-multitype


















j1 . . . (w`y`)
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Before we state our main results, we recall and introduce some notation. Recall that
X denotes the space of càdlàg paths. Similarly to the one-type case, we use an Ulam-
Harris labelling to reference the particles, and we denote the obtained tree by T . For
a particle u ∈ T let γu denote the type of the particle, τu its birth time, σu its death
time, and zu(t) its spatial position at time t (whenever τu ≤ t < σu).
Definition 2. For ν ∈ Ma(Rd)`, let Z be a MBDP with initial configuration ν,
and let X̃ be an independent copy of X under P†µ. We define the stochastic process
Λ = (Λt, t ≥ 0) on M(Rd)` by













t , t ≥ 0), and Iη = (I
η
t , t ≥ 0) are
independent of X̃ and, conditionally on Z, are mutually independent. Moreover, these
three processes are described pathwise as follows.
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i) Continuous immigration. The process IN
†











where, given Z, independently for each u ∈ T such that τu < t, the processes
X(1,u,r) are countable in number and correspond to X -valued Poissonian im-





ii) Discontinuous immigration. The process IP
†











where, given Z, independently for each u ∈ T such that τu ≤ t, the processes
X
(2,u,r)
· are countable in number and correspond to X -valued, Poissonian immi-





−[w,y]Π(γu, dy)× dP†yδzu(r) .







where, given Z, independently for each u ∈ T such that σu ≤ t, the process X(3,u)·
is an independent copy of X issued at time σu with law PYuδzu(σu) where Yu is an
independent random variable with distribution η
(γu)
Nu1 ,...,Nu`
(dy). Here (N u1 , . . . ,N u` )
is the offspring of u, i.e. N ui is the number of offspring of type i.
Moreover, we denote the law of the pair (Λ,Z) by P̂(µ,ν).
Since Z is a MBDP and, given Z, immigrating mass occurs independently according
to a Poisson point process or at the splitting times of Z, we can deduce that the
process ((Λ,Z), P̂(µ,ν)) is Markovian. It is important to note that the mass which has
immigrated up to a fixed time evolves in a Markovian way thanks to the branching
property.
Now we are ready to state the main results of the paper. Our first result determines
the law of the couple (Λ,Z), and in particular shows that Λ is conservative.













where V † is defined in (4.11), and exp{−U (f)t h(x)} =
(exp{−U (f ,1)t h(x)}, · · · , exp{−U
(f ,`)
t h(x)})t : Rd → R`+ is the unique [0, 1]`-valued
solution to the system of integral equations
e−U
(f ,i)






















for x ∈ Rd, and t ≥ 0. In particular, for each t ≥ 0, Λt has almost surely finite mass.
Finally, we state the main result of this paper which, actually, is a consequence of
Theorem 4.1.5. To be more precise, we consider a randomised version of the law P(ν,µ)
by replacing the deterministic choice of ν in such a way that for each i ∈ S, νi is a
Poisson random measure in Rd having intensity wiµi. The resulting law is denoted by
P̂µ.
Theorem 4.1.6. For any µ ∈ M(Rd)` the process (Λ, P̂µ) is Markovian and has the
same law as (X,Pµ).
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proofs of all the results presented in the
Introduction.
4.2 Proofs
We first present the proofs of Propositions 4.1.1,4.1.2 and 4.1.4 which are devoted to
the construction of the multitype superprocess X and its associated Dynkin-Kuznetsov
measures.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.1. Recall that (P
(i)
t , t ≥ 0) denotes the semigroup of the diffu-
sion (ξ
(i)
t , t ≥ 0). We introduce Ξ = (Ξt, t ≥ 0) a Markov process in the product space






t (x, dy) for x ∈ Rd, (4.21)
where f is a bounded Borel function on Rd × S. We denote the aforementioned set of
functions by B(Rd × S) and we use M(Rd × S) for the space of finite Borel measures
on Rd × S, endowed with the topology of weak convergence.
For each f ∈ B(Rd × S), we introduce the operator
Ψ(x, i, f) = ψ(i, (f(x, 1), · · · , f(x, `))).






Following the theory developed in the monograph of Li [20], we observe that the op-
erator Ψ satisfies equation (2.26) in [20], and that the assumptions of Theorems 2.21
and 5.6, in the same monograph, are fulfilled. Therefore there exits a strong Markov










, t ≥ 0,
where f ∈ B(Rd × S) and t 7→ Vtf is the unique locally bounded positive solution to






Ψ(y, j, Vt−sf)Ts(x, i,d(y, j)).
For i ∈ S and µ ∈ M(Rd × S), we define Uiµ ∈ M(Rd) by Uiµ(B) = µ(B × {i}) for
B ∈ B(Rd), the Borel sets in Rd. Observe that µ 7→ (Uiµ)i∈S is a homeomorphism
between M(Rd × S) and M(Rd)`. In other words, we can define a strong Markov
process X ∈ M(Rd)` associated with Z and (Ui)i∈S as follows. For each i ∈ S, we
define Xt(i,dx) := UiZt(dx) = Zt(dx × {i}) with probabilities Pµ := Qµ, where µ =
(µ1, · · · , µ`) ∈M(Rd)`, and each µi = Uiµ. In a similar way, there is a homeomorphism
between B(Rd)` and B(Rd×S); that is to say for f ∈ B(Rd)` we define f(x, i) = fi(x).
By applying the aforementioned homeomorphisms, we deduce that (Xt,Pµ) satisfies
(4.2), and (4.3) has a unique locally bounded solution.
We now prove Proposition 4.1.2, which will be very useful for the existence of Dynkin-
Kutznetsov measures.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.2. By (4.9) and the branching property of X we have
Pµ(E) = e−〈w,µ〉. (4.22)















Thus from (4.3) and the assumption (4.10) we also get that ψ(w) = 0.
For the second part of the statement, we recall the definition of the total mass vector
Y = (Yt, t ≥ 0) whose entries satisfy Yt(i) = Xt(i,Rd). From identity (4.4) and
assumption (4.10), we know that for each i ∈ S, there exists a positive deterministic
time Ti such that
Pei(‖Yt‖ = 0) = e− limθ↪→∞ vt(i,θ)
{
= 0 for t < Ti,
> 0 for t > Ti,
where vt(i,θ) is given by (4.5), and we recall that θ ↪→∞ means that each coordinate
of θ goes to ∞.
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Next, we define the sets S1 := {i ∈ S : Ti = 0} and S2 := {i ∈ S : Ti > 0}. For a
vector y = (y1, · · · , y`), we denote its support by supp(y) := {i ∈ S : yi 6= 0}. Thus,
the proof will be completed if we show that S2 = ∅. We proceed by contradiction.
Let us assume that S2 6= ∅ and define T := inf{Ti : i ∈ S2} which is strictly positive















, supp(YT/2) ⊂ S1
]
.
By the branching property, if y is a vector such that supp(y) ⊂ S1 then Py(‖Yt‖ =















, for all i ∈ S2.








supp(YT/2) ∩ S2 6= ∅
)
.
Finally, we use the Markov property recursively and the previous equality, to deduce





= 1 for all i ∈ S2,
which is inconsistent with the definitions of T and Ti. In other words, S2 = ∅. This
completes the proof.
We now prove the existence of the Dynkin-Kuznetsov measures.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.4. Let us denote by M0(Rd × S) :=M(Rd × S) \ {0}, where
0 is the null measure. Consider the Markov superprocess Z introduced in the previous
proof. Let (Qt, t ≥ 0) and (Vt, t ≥ 0) be the transition and cumulant semigroups










Lt(x, i,dν), t ≥ 0,
where f is a positive Borel function on Rd × S, Λt(x, i,d(y, j)) is a bounded kernel on
Rd × S, and (1 ∧ 〈1, ν〉)Lt(x, i,dν) is a bounded kernel from Rd × S to M0(Rd × S).
Let X̃+ be the space of càdlàg paths t→ w̃t from [0,∞) toM(Rd×S) having the null
measure as a trap. Let (Q0t , t ≥ 0) be the restriction of (Qt, t ≥ 0) to M0(Rd × S) and
E0 :=
{




By Proposition 2.8 in [20], for all (x, i) ∈ E0 the family of measures (Lt(x, i, ·), t ≥ 0)
on M0(Rd × S) constitutes an entrance law for (Q0t , t ≥ 0). Therefore, by Theorem
A.40 of [20] for all (x, i) ∈ E0 there exists a unique σ-finite measure Ñ(x,i) on X̃+ such
that Ñ(x,i)({0}) = 0, and for any 0 < t1 < · · · < tn <∞
Ñ(x,i)(Zt1 ∈ dν1,Zt2 ∈ dν2, . . . ,Ztn ∈ dνn)
= Lt1(x, i,dν1)Q
0
t2−t1(ν1, dν2) . . . Q
0
tn−tn−1(νn−1, dνn).











Lt(x, i,dν) = Vtf(x, i).
Recall the homeomorphism µ 7→ (Uiµ)i∈S and the definition of the superprocess X
from the proof of Proposition 4.1.1. By taking the constant function f(x, i) = λ ∈ R,












If we take λ goes to infinity, the left hand side of the above identity converges to
− logPeiδx(‖Xt‖ = 0) which is finite by Proposition (4.1.2). Henceforth, Λt(x, i,Rd ×
S) = 0 and (x, i) ∈ E0.
Next, recall that X denotes the space of càdlàg paths from [0,∞) to M(Rd)`. Then
(Ui)i∈S induces a homeomorphism between X̃ and X . More precisely, the homeomor-
phism U : X̃ → X is given by w̃t → wt = (wt(1), · · · , wt(`)) where for all i ∈ S
the measure in the ith coordinate is given by wt(i, B) = w̃t(B × {i}). This im-
plies that for all (x, i) ∈ Rd × S we can define the measures Nxei on X given by










for all f ∈ B(Rd)` and t ≥ 0.
It is important to note that the Dynkin-Kuznetsov measures N† associated to the multi-
type superprocess conditioned on extinction are also well defined since | logP†δxei(E)| <
∞.
We now prove Proposition 4.1.3.




















Since Vt(f + w) satisfies (4.3), using the definitions of V
†
t f and ψ
† we obtain that
V †t f satisfies (4.11). Recalling that ψ(w) = 0 and computing ψ(θ +w) − ψ(w), we
deduce that



















This implies that ψ† is a branching mechanism and therefore the solution of (4.11)
is unique. In other words, X under P†µ is a multitype superprocess with branching
mechanism given by ψ†(θ).
In order to proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1.5, the following two lemmas are
necessary.













where φ is given by (4.17) and V †t f satisfies (4.11).
Proof. As the different immigration mechanisms are independent given the back-
bone, we may look at the Laplace functional of the continuous and discontinuous
immigrations separately. For the continuous immigration, we can condition on Z,
use Campbell’s formula, then equation (4.12) for N†, and finally the definition of
V †t f(x) = (V
†,(1)






exp{− 〈f , IN†t 〉}



























In a similar way, for the discontinuous immigration, by conditioning on Z, using Camp-
bell’s formula and the definition of V †t f we get
Ê(µ,ν)
[
exp{−〈f , IP†t 〉}











































−〈f , IN†t + IP
†
t 〉














where φ(i,λ) is given by formula (4.17). The previous equation is in terms of the tree





































t , t ≥ 0) and Iη = (I
η
t , t ≥ 0)
are initially zero-valued P̂(µ,ν)-a.s. In order to study the rest of the immigration along
the backbone we have the following result.
Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose that f ,h ∈ B+(Rd)` and gs(x) ∈ B+(R × Rd)`. Define the
vectorial function e−Wt(x) = (e−W
(1)
t (x), · · · , e−W
(`)
t (x)) as follows
e−W
(i)










Then, e−Wt(x) is a locally bounded solution to the integral system
e−W
(i)






































In the latter formula B† is given by (4.24) and V †t f is the unique solution to (4.11).
It is important to note that W depends on the functions f ,h and g but for simplicity
on exposition we suppress this dependency.
Proof. Recall that Z is a multitype branching diffusion, where the motion of each
particle with type i ∈ S is given by the semigroup P(i) and its branching generator is
given by (4.13). For simplicity, we denote by P
(i)
x the law of the diffusion ξ(i) starting















































where j = (j1, . . . , j`). On the other hand, by Proposition 2.9 in [20], we see that
e−W
(i)




















































j (see (4.14) and (4.18)), we get that for
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j1 . . . (w`y`)
j`






























































So, putting the pieces together and using the definitions of qi, B
† and H(i), (see iden-
tities (4.13),(4.24) and (4.28)) we deduce that
e−W
(i)



























as stated. Therefore, e−Wt(x) satisfies (4.27).
Proof of Theorem 4.1.5. Since X̃ is an independent copy of X under P†µ, it is enough
to show that for µ ∈ M(Rd)`, ν ∈ Ma(Rd)`, f ,h ∈ B+(Rd)`, the vectorial function
e−U
(f)
t h(x) defined by
e−U
(f ,i)












is a solution to (4.20) and that this solution is unique. By its definition, it is clear that
e−U
(f)















































where H(i) is given as in (4.28). Using the definitions of ψ†, φ and H (see identities





t f(x))θi = ψ
†
(
i,−θ + V †t f(x)
)
− ψ†(i,V †t f(x)).
Therefore, e−U
(f)
t h(x) is a solution to (4.20).
In order to finish the proof, we show that the solution to (4.20) is unique. Our argu-
ments use Gronwall’s lemma and similar ideas to those used in the monograph of Li
[20] and in Proposition 4.1.1. With this purpose in mind, we first deduce some addi-
tional inequalities. Recall that the function ψ†(i,θ) defined in (4.23) is a branching
mechanism. Using similar notation as in Proposition 4.1.1, we introduce the operator
Ψ†(x, i, f) = ψ†(i, (f(x, 1), · · · , f(x, `))),
for f ∈ B(Rd × S), and observe that it satisfies identity (2.26) in [20]. Therefore,
following line by line the arguments in the proof of Proposition 2.20 in [20], we may
deduce that Ψ† satisfies Condition 2.11 in [20]. In other words, for all a ≥ 0, there
exists La > 0 such that
sup
(x,i)∈Rd×S
|Ψ†(x, i, f)−Ψ†(x, i, g)| ≤ La‖f − g‖, for f, g ∈ Ba(Rd × S), (4.29)
where ‖f‖ := sup(x,i)∈Rd×S |f(x, i)| and Ba(Rd × S) := {f ∈ B(Rd × S) : ‖f‖ ≤ a}.
On the other hand by Proposition 2.21 in [20], for all f ∈ B(Rd × S), there exists
t 7→ V†tf a unique locally bounded positive solution to
V
†






Ψ†(y, j, V†t−sf)Ts(x, i,d(y, j)),
where the semigroup Tt is given as in (4.21). Moreover, by Proposition 2.14 in [20], for





|V†sf(x, i)| ≤ C(T )‖f‖.
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Hence using the homeomorphism between B(Rd)` and B(Rd × S) which was defined in
the proof of Proposition 4.1.1 (i.e. for f ∈ B(Rd)`, we define f(x, i) = fi(x)) and the







∣∣∣V †,(i)s f(x)∣∣∣ ≤ C(T )‖f‖ for f ∈ B+(Rd)`, (4.30)
where ‖f‖ = supx∈Rd supi∈S |fi(x)| and V †f is given by (4.11).
Next, we take e−Wt(x) and e−W̃t(x), two solutions of (4.20), and observe that for all
i ∈ S
wie















i,−w · e−W̃t−s(y) + V †t−sf(y)
)]
P(i)s (x,dy).
Since e−Wt(x) ∈ [0, 1]` and V †f satisfies (4.30), we have, for all s ≤ T , that∥∥∥−w · e−Ws(x) + V †s f(x)∥∥∥ ≤ ‖w‖+ C(T )‖f‖ := a(T ),
and the same inequality holds for e−W̃t(x). Therefore, by the definition of Ψ† and (4.29),






∥∥∥w · e−Wt−s(x) −w · e−W̃t−s(x)∥∥∥P(i)s (x,dy).
The latter implies the following inequality∥∥∥w · e−Wt(x) −w · e−W̃t(x)∥∥∥ ≤ LT ∫ t
0
∥∥∥w · e−Ws(x) −w · e−W̃s(x)∥∥∥ds, for all t ≤ T.
Thus by Gronwall’s inequality, we deduce that
w · e−Ws(x) = w · e−W̃s(x) for all s ≤ T.
Finally, because T > 0 was arbitrary, we get the uniqueness of the solution to (4.20).
Proof of Theorem 4.1.6. Recall that ((Λ,Z), P̂(µ,ν)) is a Markov process and that P̂µ
is defined as P̂(µ,ν̃), where ν̃ is such that ν̃i is a Poisson random measure with intensity




∣∣∣(Λu, u ≤ s)] = Êµ,ν̃[f(Λt+s)∣∣∣(Λu, u ≤ s)] = Ê(Λs,Zs)[f(Λt)].
Then, in order to deduce that (Λ, P̂µ) is Markovian, we need to show that each co-
ordinate of Zt = (Z
1
t , . . . , Z
`
t ) given Λt = (Λ
1
t , . . . ,Λ
`




t. From Campbell’s formula for Poisson random measures (see for




∣∣∣Λt] = exp{−〈w · (1− eh),Λt〉} ,











































t f(x) + wi(1− e−U
(f ,i)
t h(x)) = V
†(i)









we can deduce (4.31).
In order to obtain (4.32), we first observe that identities (4.11) and (4.20) together with
the definition of ψ† allow us to see that both left and right hand sides of (4.32) solve
(4.3) with initial condition f +w · (1− e−h). Since (4.3) has a unique solution, namely
Vt(f +w · (1− e−h)), we conclude that (4.32) holds and it is equal to V (i)t (f +w · (1−






















This completes the proof.
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Concluding remarks
The main aim of this chapter was to extend the prolific backbone decomposition of
high-density populations to the multitype case. Unlike in Chapter 2 and 3, where the
main tool to study skeletal decompositions was stochastic analysis, here we have used
the more classic semigroup approach to prove our results.
We have considered multitype superprocesses, but since the branching was governed
by a spatially independent branching mechanism, we also get the prolific backbone
decomposition of multitype CSBPs by turning the movement off.
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